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Briefly 
Inside 
Ear to the ground: 
Local tidbits you will only 
find in The BGJVews. 
See page two. 
Campus 
Mayoral debate: 
Kreischer Quadrangle 
Government will feature a 
mayoral debate Tuesday, 
Oct. 15 in the cafeteria at 9 
p.m. 
Ziance forum: 
Scott Ziance will have a 
city council Ward One open 
forum Tuesday, Oct. 8 at 
7:30 p.m. in the St. Thomas 
More gym. 
Prime time WBGU: 
As part of WBGU-TV 27's 
commitment to highlight 
local political, business and 
cultural issues, the Bowling 
Green-based public televi- 
sion station will be airing 
the series "Artbeat," 
"Journal 1991" and "Ohio 
Business" in prime time 
starting in October. 
All three programs are 
produced by WBGU-TV 27. 
State 
Herbal bliss: 
CINCINNATI - Two city 
council members want to 
know whether advocates of 
legalizing marijuana broke 
the law by giving some stu- 
dents a flier offering a free joint of "Herbal Bliss." 
The leaflet advertises a 
marijuana rally in down- 
town Cincinnati Oct. 20 and 
offers those attending a 
sample "joint." Rich 
Evans, spokesperson for the 
Green Democrats, one of 
the groups sponsoring the 
rally, said Herbal Bliss is a 
legal, harmless herbal crea- 
tion. 
Bob Johnstone, deputy 
city solicitor, said Thursday 
that if the groups distribut- 
ing the flier broke the law or 
advocated breaking the law, 
there might be a basis for 
revoking the permit for 
their rally. 
Tent city: 
TOLEDO — The second 
annual Tent City homeless 
awareness project is taking 
;lace this weekend in 
oledo. 
The event started 
Wednesday and will contin- 
ue through Sunday. At Tent 
City bands, comedians and 
contests will be featured. 
All profits from the event 
will go toward helping the 
homeless. 
For further information 
or transportation call .lar- 
vidSyedat 353-2685. 
Nation 
Lottery picks: 
Here are the Ohio Lottery 
drawing selections made 
Thursday night: 
Pick 3 Numbers: 4-0-9 
Pick4 Numbers: 4*6-2 
Cards: 4 of Hearts 
Ace of Clubs 
6 of Diamonds 
8 of Spades 
The Super Lotto jackpot is 
$16 million. 
Weather 
Rainy and breezy: 
Today, occasional rain, 
thunderstorms possible. 
Becoming partly cloudy and 
breezy in the afternoon. 
High 70 to 75. Chance of rain 
90 percent. Tonight, mostly 
cloudy with a chance of 
showers. Low in the mid 50s. 
Chance of rain 40 percent. 
Saturday, showers likely 
and possible thunder- 
storms. High near 70. 
Chance of rain 60 percent. 
compiled from local and 
wire reports 
Violence 
continues 
in Haitian 
warzone 
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti 
(AP)— Reports surfaced Thurs- 
day of random attacks by soldiers 
that have left 150 dead and more 
than 300 wounded in Haiti this 
week. A radio station said 30 to 40 
people were massacred in one 
slum neighborhood. 
Most of the reported attacks 
occurred between early Monday, 
when President Jean-Bertrand 
Aristide was ousted, and 
Wednesday. Tension appeared to 
have eased somewhat Thursday. 
Radio Lumiere, a Protestant- 
run station, said a massacre oc- 
curred Wednesday afternoon in a 
slum in the western part of Port- 
au-Prince, the capital. 
Security forces who picked up 
the body of a dead soldier in the 
slum returned later with reinfor- 
cements and went house-to-house 
shooting residents in- 
discriminately, the radio station 
said. Some residents were forced 
to dig holes and bury people on 
the spot, the report said. 
Soldiers on Monday shot a 
17-year-old youth to death outside 
Aristide's shelter for homeless 
children in Port-au-Prince, ac- 
cording to a supervisor, Milius 
Lubrun. He said five other youths 
from the home were shot and 
wounded on Tuesday when they 
went out to search for their 
friend. 
Aristide, a 38-year-old Roman 
Catholic priest, founded the or- 
phanage in 1986, and it has been 
one of his most prized achieve- 
ments. It was as though the at- 
tacks might have been intended 
to carry a symbolic message for 
Aristide. 
They said that since Sunday 
night, 324 wounded people had 
been treated, and that more con- 
tinued to arrive although the vol- 
ume had declined significantly 
since the first day of the 
takeover. 
They said at least 150 were 
killed during the period. 
The statement said human 
rights leaders in Haiti reported 
by telephone that soldiers had 
been cruising the capital in cars 
without license plates, randomly 
shooting at pedestrians. 
OSA to lobby for student vote 
byKirkPavelich 
USG reporter 
The Ohio Student Association appears ready to launch a campaign 
intended to give student universities' board of trustee members the 
right to vote. 
According to OSA's Executive Director Rob Nosse, the effort is cur- 
rently in the preliminary stages, although that may change after the 
organization's first meeting of the academic year Sunday. 
"We're iust beginningour efforts and the first step is that we've got 
to get a bill," he said. "Things right now are very much in the elemen- 
tary phase." 
As the policy currently stands, student trustee members across the 
state are denied all voting privileges along with access to executive 
sessions of the board. Undergraduate Student Government President 
Mike Sears said this serves to restrain what the members can accom- 
plish. 
House calls no 
longer a task of 
recycling office 
"He can voice his opinions but that's about it," he said. 
Sears said when the legislature was first proposed to create the po- 
sition of student trustee, it was intended that they would be able to 
vote. However, this provision had to be removed in order for the bill to 
pass. 
"[The state legislature] couldn't pass (the bill] through unless it 
was non-voting," ne said. "1 OSA ] is thinking that maybe now they can 
change it and have them be voting members, along with all other state 
schools." 
Nosse said the original sponsor of the bill, Mike Stinziano, is sched- 
uled to speak at OSA s meeting. Stinziano is expected to introduce leg- 
islation that will call for a change in the policy. 
USG will decide what role they are going to play in the campaign 
after Sunday's meeting, according to Sears. 
"Once we find out what OSA is planning to do we'll probably have to 
talk to some of the administrators here and see how they feel about 
it," he said. "They might be able to help us out with lobbying down at 
thestatehouse." 
by Greg Watson 
health and environment reporter 
University offices will no 
longer be able to have their paper 
picked up by the University recy- 
cling office tor free. 
Craig Wittig, a junior environ- 
mental health major and presi- 
dent of the University campus re- 
cycling program, said the cam- 
pus recycling office is no longer 
able to pick up the paper unless 
the offices pay a weekly $10 fee. 
People may also take paper to 
the trailer located beside the 
loading docks at the University 
Union, Wittig said. 
"We want to encourage people 
to drop off the paper them- 
selves," Wittig said. "It's easy 
[to take paper thereJ. People go 
to the Union all the time for 
lunch, so if they just grab a box of 
paper and bring it with them, 
they can drop it off. It is not a 
difficult thing to do." 
University Union Director Da- 
vid Crooks said the University 
still has a commitment to recy- 
cling, despite not being able to 
pick up paper from offices. 
"We need to get this going so 
the guy in Toledo [who donated 
the trailerjwon't think we are not 
serious," Crooks said. "We are 
eager as the dickens for people to 
bring in paper." 
The BG Newi/Tfan Norman 
P.U.S.H. Pushing 
Volunteering bis time for People Understanding the Severely Handicapped (P.U.S.H.), junior Pi 
Kappa Phi fraternity member Todd Hageman pushes a wheelchair around the Union Oval Thursday 
afternoon. The 100-hour Push-a-Thon lasts until noon today with proceeds going to help the severely 
handicapped in this area. 
The location of the trailer 
should help increase the amount 
of paper people bring in, Crooks 
said. 
"It is a good central location," 
Crooks said. "Faculty, adminis- 
tration members and students 
frequently come to the Union, so 
it is a convenient location. If a lot 
of people do a little, it can be 
done." 
It is easier for people to bring 
several hundred sheets of paper 
to the trailer every day than to 
bring boxes of paper to the trailer 
less frequently, Crooks added. 
There are boxes labeled in the 
trailer so people know what types 
of paper are put in each box, Wit- 
tigjsaid. 
The paper recycling program 
was started the last two months 
of the spring semester, Wittig 
said, and collected more than 
40,000 pounds of paper from 15 
University offices. 
The program was restarted 
Sept. 16, Wittig said. 
"We are going to continue the 
program this year, but we have 
no money to run it," he added. "If 
everybody pitches in, this could 
be a big success." 
Last year, only 15 of the 120 
University offices participated in 
the campus paper recycling, Wit- 
tig said. 
Funds lacking for 
child care facility 
Staff council tries to meet budget 
by J.J. Thompson 
administration reporter 
The University has taken a 
wrong turn in its attempts to 
solve the child care issue. 
According to Board of 
Trustees Chairperson Rich- 
ard Newlove, an error was 
made when child care was 
Slaced on the capital budget 
> fund a facility. Newlove 
added that he was in favor of 
starting a pilot program at 
the University first. 
"Until you know what type 
of program you want, you 
can t fund it," he said. 
When asked during Thurs- 
day's Administrative Staff 
Council meeting if the child 
care issue would be resolved 
soon because it is in the capi- 
tal budget this year, Newlove 
said he had doubts. 
"I wouldn't get too com- 
fortable about the capital 
budgeting part of it," he said. 
When asked by ASC mem- 
bers to comment on the re- 
vamping of insurance benefit 
packages, Newlove said be 
thought a new program would 
emerge. 
"I personally think that 
probably it's going to be 
something different than in 
the past,   he said. "I think 
"Until you know 
what type of program 
you want, you can't 
fund it." 
—Richard Newlove, 
Board of Trustees 
Chairperson 
it's important everyone has a 
say in it and that it's as flexi- 
ble and equitable as possi- 
ble." 
In other matters, ASC is 
developing a network of vol- 
untary mentors for freshmen 
who need assistance in areas 
not provided by academic 
advisers or professional 
counselors. 
"We know students are told 
one thing by one office and 
another thing by one office," 
ASC member Deborah 
McLaughlin said. "We hope it 
will help in the retention 
rate." 
Serbia forms alliance 
in attempt to solidify 
control of Yugoslavia 
ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (AP) — 
Moving to consolidate its control 
over what remains of Yugoslavia, 
the republic of Serbia announced 
Thursday that it was taking over 
the federal parliament with three 
allies. 
A senior Western diplomat said 
the move effectively dissolved 
the eight-member federal presi- 
dency, which nominally controls 
the Yugoslav army. 
The army bombarded areas 
around historic Dubrovnik, start- 
ing a raging forest fire, and 
closed in on the capital, Zagreb. 
Croatian leaders say the at- 
tacks on the Adriatic, on the 
eastern Croatian region of Sla- 
vonia and in Baniia, south of Za- 
greb, represent a bid by Serbia to 
define a "Greater Serbia" that 
would include most of Yugosla- 
via. The republic of Slovenia and 
what remained of Croatia would 
then be permitted to become in- 
dependent. 
In Belgrade, representatives of 
the federal presidency from Mon- 
tenegro, Serbia, and Serbia's two 
Crovinces decided to take over 
le federal parliament at a meet- 
ing that included the defense min- 
ister and army commanders. 
The presidency normally re- 
quires five votes for any decision, 
but its chairperson, Stipe Mesic 
of Croatia, was not among those 
at the meeting. 
Croatian President Franjo 
Tudjman and Serbian President 
Slobodan Milosevic were report- 
ed to be heading Friday to The 
Hague, where peace talks spon- 
sored by the European Communi- 
ty continued. 
The European Community has 
debated   sending   armed 
Kiacekeepers to Croatia, and 
ope John Paul II told Tudjman 
on Thursday that he is committed 
to finding a peaceful solution to 
the crisis. 
Western military attaches in 
Belgrade, the federal and Serbian 
capital, said they doubted Croat 
resistance could hold up if the in- 
tense attacks that began Tuesday 
last longer than 10 days. 
Zagreb television reported 
Thursday night that Croatian 
forces had been pushed back to 
within 20 miles of the republic's 
capital, after losing several 
villages to federal fighters. 
Serb rebels and federal troops 
were advancing northward along 
a wide front in the Banija region, 
encountering little resistance 
from retreating Croat troops, ac- 
cording to Belgrade Radio. 
Yugoslav navy warships closed 
off Dubrovnik, which has been 
without water, power or tele- 
phones for three days. Other 
Croatian ports have been block- 
aded and the federal navy has 
warned maritime traffic to stay 
out of the area, Radio Belgrade 
said. 
An armed forces statement 
said the blockade was reimposed 
because Croatian forces were vio- 
lating a Sept. 22 truce and attack- 
ing army bases in the republic. 
Gen. Andrija Raseta, deputy 
commander of the federal mili- 
tary district that covers much of 
Croatia, said Croatian forces 
must surrender or leave Dubrov- 
nik. He assured reporters the 
army would not destroy the forti- 
fied city. 
Opinion 
MATTHEW A. DANEMAN, EDITORIAL EDITOR.  372-6966. 
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Ear to the ground 
E 
Cracker Barrel food comes 
realtively cheap. Basic meat and pota- 
tos menu and it s pretty good. 
Cracker Barrel attitude towards ho- 
mosexuality comes spelled out. No hir- 
ing of gays or lesbians and that's pretty 
bad. 
A chain executive wrote a memo in 
January that employing people "whose 
sexual practices fail to demonstrate 
normal heterosexual values" was 
against the chain's family-oriented 
image and should not be continued. 
That memo touched off the firing of at 
least 12 homosexual employees of the 
restaurant chain. 
Now, we totally agree with Cracker 
Barrel's decision. Homosexuals pre- 
paring and serving food to regular 
folk?! Who knows what sort of corrupt- 
ing influence that'll have on the chil- 
dren. Next thing you know, women will 
be allowed to vote and demand equal 
pay for equal work. 
Thank goodness Cracker Barrel is 
romoting family values to its cus- 
omers, such as open-mindedness and 
charity. It would be horrible if they 
letevery qualified employee work there (especially if some of. those employees 
aren't quite...you know...normal). 
Discrimination. There's a darn good 
family value to promote. 
* * * 
Are we ever tired of hearing this 
statement from our supposedly- 
informed student leaders (and our sup- 
posedly-informed columnists, bless 
their souls): 
We've got 18,000 students in the city 
of Bowling Green, and... 
Okay, lets get this straight ONCE 
AND FOR ALL. 
All we are sure of is Bowling Green 
has something more than 14,000 stu- 
dents living in it. How many, we really 
don't know, and we really haven't had 
the desire to figure it out. Thats what 
we are paying Uncle Sam to do, and his 
results should be out next year. 
There are about 28,000 residents of 
Bowling Green. And yes, this includes 
students. 
But it doesn't include 18,000 students. 
Bowling Green is primarily a residen- 
tial campus, but it does have commuter 
students. We know its hard to believe 
when you look at all the corn fields 
around us, but its true. 
The 1980 census counted about 14,000 
student residents in Bowling Green. 
This is about half of today's city-wide 
population, which has increased since 
1980. Of course, enrollment at the Uni- 
versity has also increased. 
So all we can say is there are more 
than 14,000 students here. What we 
usually say is there is a voting age 
majority, because many children are 
counted in the permanent resident half 
of the population count. 
If you know better than we do, please 
let us know. 
As  the   corporate   "free  market" 
winds to its inevitable conclusion and 
cities across the country are left with 
only one major newspaper, Bowling 
Green's other daily proves why this is a 
scary trend. 
From beginning to end, editors at 300 
East Poe Road refused to print a single 
word about student struggle against 
unfair restrictions concerning political 
speech in campus residence halls. 
Besides the obvious First Amend- 
ment implications of the University's 
canvassing policy, it harbored (and 
still does, really) an obvious political 
bias against local candidates attempt- 
ing to represent the campus third of 
Bowling Green's residents. 
These are stories Bowling Green's 
other daily consistently chose to ig- 
nore, even after WTVG led their 11 
p.m. newscast with the story of stu- 
dents' victory over the earlier, more 
restrictive policy. 
We have to wonder what news cover- 
age would be like in this city if left to 
the other guys. 
But, even more, we wonder if editors 
at 300 East Poe Road simply ignored 
the story to keep the names Scott 
Ziance and Jim Tinker, two solid stu- 
dent candidates for Ward 1 city council 
and mayor, out of their newspaper and 
the minds of their readers. 
Bowling Green's other daily news- 
paper — one more reason to read The 
BGNews. 
** * 
Quote of the week: 
"They can move to sunny California, 
to stylish New York; if they like winter 
sports, to Minnesota. If they don't like 
winter, they can move to Arizona." 
Michigan state Rep. David Jaye said 
that Wednesday. 
Those travel tips were for the 90,000 
people who lost their welfare benefits 
under a leaner, meaner Michigan state 
government assistance program that 
took effect this week. 
Next best quote of the week: 
"I have absolutely nothing. I guess 
you've got to have one foot in the grave 
and one on the banana peel before they 
help you." 
That comes form Marci Devitt of 
Pontiac, who had been receiving $128 a 
month from Michigan. The 61-year-old 
woman, who suffers from colitis and 
whose cervical cancer is in remission, 
was evicted from her mobile home on 
Wednesday. 
Kindler, gentler nation indeed. And if 
you don't luce the traffic, you can go to 
the suburbs. And if you don't like the 
neighbors, buy their condo and evict 
them. You know, being a rich, smarmy 
bastard of a pohtican is no excuse for 
being scum, too. 
Hey poor, you don't have to be poor 
any more. Just pack up your Van 
Goghs and Renoirs and move to the 
Hamptons. Take your tired, poor hud- 
dled masses to your summer homes in 
Hawaii. Because Michigan doesn't 
want you. 
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Abortion claims innocent lives 
Consider if you were killed before you were born 
My roommate's girlfriend was 
over the other night. The clock 
read about midnight, and the 
three of us were just hashing the 
day's events over. This was noth- 
ing unusual. We do that a lot. 
Berrie, which is the girlfriend's 
nickname, brought up a phone 
conversation she happened to 
overhear. I didn't quite catch the 
entirety of what she said, but 
when I listened the second time, I 
understood all too well. 
Abortion. I take the first defini- 
STEVE 
BARCDILL 
tion from Webster's New World 
Dictionary, Third College Edi- 
tion, which says, "any spon- 
taneous expulsion of an embryo 
or a fetus before it is sufficiently 
developed to survive." The key 
words in that definition are "be- 
fore it is sufficiently developed to 
survive." Those seven words 
seem to denote that even though 
the organism is not ready to go 
out into the world it is still alive. 
Folks, I hate to disappoint you, 
but life is precious. What else do I 
have to say? 
Imagine that you're lying in 
your bed in pitch blackness, and 
you can't get to sleep. So you just 
lie there. You just lie there think- 
ing. 
You think about your girl- 
friend, if you have one. You think 
about your parents, brothers, sis- 
ters, the past and the present. 
Then you begin wondering 
about the future. You're lying in 
your bed in pitch blackness — and 
say you decide to become a sci- 
ence teacher. 
You think  about  graduating 
I.oilers lo I he 
Chirp chirp chirp 
flutter flap flap 
Dear fellow Falcon fans: 
As I sit here in my nest pecking 
out a note to BGSU, I know you're 
probably hustling and bustling to 
another class or work or to the li- 
brary. But I did want you to know 
about an exciting campus event 
that's just around the corner so 
that you can make your plans 
now. 
On Saturday, the Falcon foot- 
ball team (3-1!) will host defend- 
ing MAC champion Central Mich- 
igan (3-0-2) in their second con- 
ference game. The Falcons are 
off to a strong start with a confer- 
ence win against Eastern and vic- 
tories against Cincinnati and 
Navy. No question. Saturday's 
game promises to be the most 
challenging for the Falcons — 
and most exciting for the fans. 
While I silently watch the prep- 
arations for the upcoming game, 
I see the hard work and dedica- 
tion put in by the band, the cheer- 
leaders and the team. But the 
spirit and enthusiasm created 
throughout the week is somehow 
lessened by the shine of the 
empty seats shown high above. 
My plea to all of BGSU, stu- 
dents and faculty, is to come to 
the game and participate in the 
from college, then getting a job. 
Soon you meet the perfect 
someone and marry. You buy a 
house with a large backyard fen- 
ced in with white pickets and pink 
roses. 
Your life is going great. There's 
not a thing in the world you could 
possibly need. You have it all. A 
teaching job, a beautiful wife, a 
house, a backyard, and roses. 
And you're lying awake in your 
bed knowing that most of what 
you think is going to happen, 
probably will happen, because 
you're determined. 
Then BANG!! 
You have no more thoughts. No 
more past. No more present. No 
more future. No more dreams. 
No more hopes. No more life. 
There was a flash of lightning and 
your whole life disappeared. 
Nothing is left. You have no girl- 
friend anymore. Your parents, 
brothers and sisters are comple- 
tly gone too. All that would have 
happened no longer matters. 
Your life is finished. 
Now, imagine that you're not in 
Eour bed, but you're still in pitch 
lackness. There's not much 
room, but a cozy snug feeling sur- 
rounds your naked body. Your 
mind is empty — free from every- 
thing. You have an entire life 
ahead of you. and you're looking 
forward to that lire. But some- 
thing begins to grab you. You feel 
incredible pain. And you're gone. 
You're not even given a chance at 
life. 
Compare the two scenarios. In 
the first, you knew what life was 
like. Then it disappeared. No 
doubt, if you actually imagined 
what I asked you to imagine, you 
were angry. You were very 
angry. In the second, you had no 
idea what life was like because 
you were not "sufficiently de- 
veloped to survive." You were an 
unborn baby still waiting for your 
shot at the world. Then someone 
excitement. Students, just pre- 
sent your I.D. at the gate for ad- 
mission. Get out and have fun and 
root for the Falcons! The team 
needs your support. Show the 
MAC what it's like to play at 
BGSU!!! 
Finally, I would like to com- 
mend the rest of the fall Falcon 
sports for their strong starts and 
trie loyal fans as well. Athletes, 
keep up the work and I'll be out to 
see you in action. Faculty, staff, 
students and townspeople...bust 
out the orange ana brown and 
come show the fighting Falcons 
your support! Let me know that 
you've arrived! Go Falcons - 
m Beat Central! 
Frieda Falcon 
"Marsden Plan" 
attacks students 
The News: 
I am writing in order to 
Municipal Judge James Bad 
urge 
l ch- 
man, USG president Mike Sears 
and any others involved with the 
mandatory substance abuse pro- 
posal to consider the repercus- 
sions of such a proposition. Mike 
Marsden wishes to condemn all 
took your life away, not letting 
you have that shot at life. 
How would you feel if you really 
were that unborn child? Sure, you 
may argue that the embryo has 
no conscience. You may argue 
that the fetus has no sense of right 
and wrong. What if the virgin in- 
fant did nave a conscience and 
did have a sense of right and 
wrong, though? What then? 
The answer to that question is 
simple: the person who had the 
abortion killed — murdered — a 
living, conscious, knowing being. 
Let's go back to my room- 
mate's girlfriend for a moment. 
Berrie said she always saw this 
girl who was discussing having 
an abortion on the phone around 
many places. Berrie said, "I'll 
never be able to look at her in the 
same way again, 'cause I know 
that inside her is a living, breath- 
ing person, and she's going to kill 
that person without a second 
thought." 
That run-on sentence scares 
me. What is the world coming to 
when someone decides to kill an- 
other living being without a sec- 
ond thought or even the bat of an 
eye? 
Life is precious no matter how 
young or old. A certain person 
died on a cross to give us our life. 
What gives us the right to take 
life away? 
Steve Bargdill totally disagrees 
with abortion because he believes 
that we do not have the technolog- 
ical ability to decide when life be- 
gins. Next week, he will have a 
column which discusses the prop- 
er and improper uses of gender- 
related pronouns. I know it 
sounds boring, but he insists on 
doing it. 
students charged in drinking vio- 
lations to attend substance abuse 
counseling sessions. Not only is 
this plan bizarre, it is downright 
frightening. 
The "Marsden Plan," which at 
this writing is being supported by 
Sears, is blatantly discrimina- 
tory. As I understand the propos- 
al, students must not only adhere 
to the initial expenses of an 
arrest, but also must pay for the 
rehabilitation program. 
In regard to Mike Sears — 
aren't you being a bit hypocritical 
in your support of this plan? Even 
if you have never imbibed in any 
alcoholic spirits, you were 
elected by your peers to support 
issues in their best interests. This 
proposal is not one of fairness for 
the majority of students at BGSU. 
I end this letter with the hope 
that Judge Bachman, Mike 
Marsden, Mike Sears, and all 
others involved with this latest 
plan to widen the gap between 
students and administrators and, 
more importantly, students and justice, will closely examine and 
re-evaluate the situation at hand. 
Damian A. Billak, 
President, 
Bowling Green College Demo- 
crats 
Ohio College Democrats 
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It's a ruff life for dog owner 
The arf-ul search for a replacement chihuahua 
He had big, brown, dreamy 
eyes and a cute little smile. He 
was loyal to the end and listened 
to my every word without judg- 
ment. He followed me every- 
where and kept my feet warm at 
night. 
Pedro was a special dog. He 
was a little, brown, short-haired 
Chihuahua. Most people thought 
he looked like an overgrown rat, 
but to me he was adorable. He joined our family when I was only 
SlIARLYN 
AVINA 
eight and last October he died. 
We buried him under the lilac 
bush in our back yard. Every 
time I go out to visit him I expect 
to see a red fern growing beside 
his grave, but so tar there is no 
sign of one. 
I didn't think he would ever die, 
even though he was very old —14 
dog years or 98 people years or 
vice versa; I can never re- 
member which is which. We had 
some very good times together 
and I miss him a lot. Sometimes 
at night I can still hear his toen- 
ails clicking on the hall floor, but 
I know it can't be him. After all, 
we didn't bury him in the Pet 
Cemetery. 
He was quite an amazing dog. 
He was smart — OK, so maybe he 
did smash into the sliding glass 
door in pursuit of a trespassing 
cat — at least he was energetic. 
He was also very clever; he 
clawed his way back into the 
house when no one would let him 
in, he always managed to find a 
way out of his collar, and he could 
always break free from my 
mother when the vet was trying 
to give him shots. 
Pedro was a loyal dog. Once 
when I was in sixth grade I had to 
spend a few days in the hospital. 
My mother said he spent the week 
sleeping on the carpet next to my 
bed, waiting for me to come 
home. And when I finally did 
come home he jumped into the air 
and wouldn't stop barking until I 
Slicked him up so ne could lick my 
ace. 
Pedro was a great friend. He 
was always there when I came 
home from school. He was always 
there to protect me from mon- 
sters. Neither of us liked scary 
movies. He always left the room 
when the Wicked Witch of the 
West started to threaten Dorothy 
and Toto. He even tried to com- 
fort me during thunderstorms 
(all right, I'm exaggerating a 
little here — he was a wimp when 
it came to weather). 
life with Pedro was not always 
'peaches V cream,' though. I 
was the one who had to get up at 5 
a.m. to let him outside. As soon as 
I let him out the door, he would 
disappear into the cold darkness. 
I'd start cursing him and yelling 
at him to come back (in a hushed 
voice so I wouldn't wake the 
neighbors), but he wouldn't 
listen. "Fine," I'd say,"You can 
stay out there all night for all I 
care." Then I'd stomp back to 
bed and just when I was warm 
and comfy again, I'd hear him 
scratching and barking to get 
back in. 
Well, Pedro has been gone for 
almost a year now, and while no 
one will ever be able to replace 
him in my heart, I'm ready to 
open it to love a new dog. Unfor- 
tunately, a certain nameless 
member of my household would 
rather have new carpeting than a 
puppy to brighten her life. Where 
are our values these days? Every 
time I walk past the pet store, I 
want to take all those poor, sad 
little puppies home with me, but I 
can't. I know once I brought a pu- 
ppy home everyone would love it 
— how could they not? OK, so 
they whine a little, chew things 
up, and occasionally pee on the 
carpet — so what? Isn't the love 
and warmth a dog can bring to 
your life worth that little hassle? 
I think so. 
I've tried everything (subli- 
minal messages, strategically 
6laced dog photos, highlighting 
le free puppy ads in the classi- 
fieds) to persuade that nameless 
person into reconsidering her ul- 
timatum: "If a dog moves into 
this house, I move out." 
Hmmmm. She did say A dog; 
what about two dogs? And there's 
always the garage... This could 
be a blessing in disguise. Nahhh. 
So far the ice isn't thawing, but 
I won't give up hope for a melt- 
down! Maybe if I'm a good little 
girl, Santa will come through for 
me! 
Sharlyn Avina is a senior Eng- 
lish major from Bowling Green. 
Give 
luiotebirthdas: 
Give blood. ' Aineiicjui RudCitxss 
HOW A GUY DRESSES MC0LD WEATHER.^ 
REVEALS A LOT ABOUT HIS PERSONALITY. 
<kry 
\THE ONEWHOSE&O 
KEEPS HIM   WARm 
Respond 
All editorials of The BG News are written by 
the members of the Editorial Board of The News 
and represent the opinions ofThe News staff. 
Columns and letters are the views and beliefs 
of individual writer. The thoughts expressed 
within in no way represent the views of The 
News. 
All readers are encouraged to express their 
views through letters to the editor and guest 
columns. Letters to the editor are generally 
200-300 words in length. All letters must be 
signed and include a telephone number, address 
or OCMB, class rank or occupation, major and 
hometown. 
Telephone numbers and addresses are for 
verification purposes only, and will not be pub- 
lished unless otherwise specified. 
If submitting a work in person, please bring a 
student identification or drivers' license for 
verification. 
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL TOMORROW! - ^ SHOWDOWN! 
MARKS PIZZA 
352-3551 
Free Delivery 
Tues. - Greek Night 
Wed. - KARAOKE Night 
Daily Happy Hour Drink Specials 
i 
PIZZA PUB 
THE MOST run vou've tucrt HAD 
WITH VOW CLOTHCS OHI 
Delivery Special In House Special 
J Buy any large pizza and Large 1-ltem Pizza $6 
1      receive an identical with a FREE order of 
small for FREE Breadsticks 
Mark's exp 10/10/91 Marks exp 10/10/91 
RAPID 
PRINTING 
hA 
•n fj 
i 
s 
\ 
FULL SERVICE QUALITY PRINTERS.' 
WE GIVE A 10% DISCOUNT TO 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS! 
SEE US FOR EVERYTHING YOU "We 
NEED PRINTED! Knock-Out 
SCOTT BLANTON. CAMPUS REP. the 
Res. 352-0743 Competition!" 
352-9118 
186 South Main Street • Bowling Green 
OHIO STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
PRESENTS THE 
"EDUCATION FAIR" 
WHEN:   Oct 7  9pm 
WHERE: 115 Education Building 
Education organizations will be present 
to inform all education majors of the 
opportunities our campus offers. 
************************************* 
it    \sj?v\     ty^E    «FT /        Kristi Baldwin 
*      \S)     ^^      &/ Michelle Cap 
%       ¥/^\l Jen Law 
Welcome to the Bonds of 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
Beth Polomsky 
Melissa Vernon 
Tricia Wilt 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
% 
M^**^******************************- 
•   All  Sports   •   All  Sports   •   All  Sports   •   All Sports   •   All   Sports 
Panhel's 
All Sport's Sorority 
Delta Zeta 
Greek Athlete 
of the Year 
Tammy Weber 
Delta Zeta 
Infraternity Council's 
All Sports Fraternity 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Greek Athlete 
of the Year 
Scott Plickert 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
All   Sports   •   All Sports   •   All  Sports   •   All  Sports   •   All  Sports   • 
"Your Connection to the World" 
LOOKING FOR A DEAL? 
How about FREE Installation 
on 
• HBO 
•Cinemax 
Basic cable with HBO 
Basic cable with Cinemax 
Limited time only! 
Call Now 
118 N. Main St. 352-8424 
The future of the Church... 
walks the halls of the Seminary! 
lif 
Scholorship Has Its Priveleges 
AXfi   Highest Pledge Class Average 
Delta Zeta 
Interfraternity Council Membership Development Award 
Beta Theta PI 
AZA    Highest Big/Little GPA 
Lorl Nukesell G Paula Mclntyre - Gamma Phi Beta 
EX   Scholorship Award 
Zeta Beta Tau 
EAE Clayton C Cole Fraternity Scholarship Award 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
M"   Highest Active Chapter Average 
Delta Gamma 
A*   Highest Total Chapter Average 
Delta Gamma 
Interfraternity Council Dean's Award 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
nB*   Highest Chapter Improvement 
Sigma Gamma Rho 
1991 Fall Scholarship Desserts 
lllVKItltEWKH 
ff   ^    THEOI. OGICAI. -SEMINARYSBl   ff 
701 B MELROSF AVK. • PO. BOX «7* • H\DLAY, OH 4SMA9 - til tit SSM 
Q Master of 
Divinity 
Q Master of Arts 
in Christian 
Education 
□ Diploma in 
Pastoral 
Studies 
□ Certu*icate in 
Biblical 
Studies 
m 
p 
fT L) Biblical □ Evangelical 
□ Practical 
Q Caring 
Community 
□ Excellent 
Faculty 
Q Fully Accredited 
Q Block Claaaes 
□ Low Student / 
Instructor Ratio 
a Financial Aid 
> 
               ^^ __  
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Club eases stress 
with unique skill 
by Linda R. Lenc 
contributing reporter 
Learning to juggle softballs, 
major Becky Holier works on 
meeting Monday night. 
The BG News/Linda 1-enr 
sophomore secondary education , 
her technique at the juggling club 
Sometimes the stress of 
classes, studying and work- 
ing and the chores of every- 
day life can be too much for 
students to handle. Many 
students spend even more of 
their precious time fighting 
the urge to throw things in 
frustration. 
Members of one Universi- 
ty organization have found a 
way to put that urge to pro- 
ductive use. 
The University juggling 
club, which meets from 6 to 
8 p.m. Mondays in the Ep- 
pler South gymnasium, 
provides a way for both ex- 
pert and novice jugglers to 
improve their skills. 
Membership in the club is 
not limited to stressed-out 
University students. Club 
member Jay Gilligan is a 
14-year-old nigh school stu- 
dent who has been juggling 
for more than two years. 
However, the majority of 
the members are not expert 
jugglers like Gilligan, but 
are only beginners. 
Tina Thornton and Becky 
Holzer, both sophomore ed- 
ucation majors, are first- 
year club members. 
Thornton said she joined 
the club because juggling 
"looked like fun." She also 
said she enjoys it as a hobby 
because it is something not 
everyone knows how to do. 
"It's also a good way to 
meet new people and get out 
of studying." Holzer said. 
Karen Plow, a freshman 
education major and club 
member, said she began 
juggling at a basketball 
camp. 
"It becomes addictive," 
Plow said. 
Mike Hachtel, a freshman 
telecommunications major, 
is new to the club but has 
been juggling for two years. 
Hachtel began juggling 
because he "watchedit on 
TV one time and thought it 
was neat, so I taught my- 
self." 
He and the other club 
members agree that jug- 
gling provides them with a 
much-needed way to relieve 
stress. 
According to Jim Cannon, 
juggling club president, 
members are also eligible to 
go to juggling festivals both 
in and out of state. 
Cannon said these fes- 
tivals help both novices and 
experts improve their skills 
and allow them to meet oth- 
ers with the same hobby. 
On Oct. 12, club members 
will travel to Stow to the 
Fall Back to Akron Juggling 
Festival. 
Campus show 
expands focus 
in second year 
by Meg Seekcamp 
contributing writer 
See the future. 
Use a condom. 
Give blood. 
Now in its second year, Campus 
Connection wants some recogni- 
tion. 
Campus Connection, a maga- 
zine-oriented show run solely Dy 
University students, is hoping to 
avoid the sophomore blues and 
establish itself on campus. 
The show started last year 
when senior telecommunications 
major Lisa Malanowski wanted 
to produce and edit her own sto- 
ries. 
Unfortunately, no on-campus 
organization would allow her to 
do this. So she went to Tony Short, 
director of television learning at 
WBGU, Channel 27. Together 
they got Campus Connection off 
the ground. 
Short said Malanowski pulled 
all of the pieces together and last 
season made it to the airways due 
in large part to her determination 
and commitment to the project. 
However, last year's crew 
mainly centered around students 
who worked at the television 
station or who were radio- 
television-film majors. 
This year, the show has "ma- 
tured." according to Dana Seden- 
sky, the senior broadcast journal- 
ism major who took over the 
reins from Malanowski. 
Sedensky now serves as execu- 
tive producer and co-host with 
Greg Hickey, senior telecom- 
muncations major. 
According to Short, the show 
has branched out in its second 
Sear. Along with Sedensky and 
[ickey, there are two associate 
producers, five senior producers 
and a crew of 50 students — alto- 
gether, three times the participa- 
tion of last year. 
Short said Campus Connection 
is looking for a diverse group of 
people who can help market the 
show and do some public re- 
lations work. The more diverse 
Campus Connection is, the better 
it will be, he said. 
However, due to limited space, 
they do not really need people un- 
til next semester. 
Working at Campus Connec- 
tion may provide students with 
practical experience. 
According to Diane White, a 
senior broadcast journalism 
major, Campus Connection al- 
lows her to exercise what she has 
learned in class and even to 
expand on class learning. 
White said the show is prepar- 
ing her for the real world of dead- 
lines and low pay. In her case, it 
is no pay, as everyone involved 
with Campus Connection works 
purely on a volunteer basis • 
For her, a typical day as a re- 
porter includes finding a story, 
shooting an interview, writing the 
story, and editing it. But, she 
said, the experience is invalua- 
ble. 
"It's definitly a stepping 
stone," she said. 
Sedensky,   who   along   with 
D See TV SHOW, page five. 
Quilt coming to campus 
HSA hopes to open eyes with AIDS memorial 
FOR 30 YEARS, WEVE 
BEEN EXPORTING 
AMERICA'S MOST 
VALUABLE RESOURCE. 
by Chris Hawley 
general assignment reporter 
AIDS is a problem larger than life. 
That's the message the Honors Student Associa- 
tion hopes to drive home when it brings a section of 
the International Names Project Quflt to Bowling 
Green this spring. 
The memorial quilt, now the size of 5.6 football 
fields, is made up of 14,000 panels (3 feet by 6 feet 
each) handmade by friends and families of AIDS 
victims. It has been displayed in the Capitol Mall 
in Washington, D.C. and in locations around the 
world. 
Bringing the quilt to Bowling Green was the idea 
of Lesbian and Gay Alliance Vice President Janet 
Uhrick and HSA President Scott Snyder, who said 
he first learned about the quilt through an AIDS 
education class sponsored by the University. 
Snyder said he contacted the Names Project 
Foundation, the quilt's sponsor organization, and 
was told that sections of the quilt could be dis- 
played at the University if HSA would agree to or- 
ganize security help. 
HSA members agreed to sponsor the quilt's 
Bowling Green debut. 
"They're very excited about the idea," Snyder 
said. 
The quilt's beach towel-sized panels can be sep- 
arated and assembled in sections of any size. The 
sections will be shipped to Bowling Green in 12-foot 
squares and linked together by University vol- 
unteers. 
The size of the quilt makes its AIDS memorial 
message profound, Snyder said. 
"We want to open some eyes," he said. "There's 
a lot of education to be done and this dramatizes 
the enormity of the problem." 
Snyder said the quilt will leave Bowling Green 
with a new panel dedicated to area victims. HSA is 
now organizing a panel design team made up of 
representatives from other campus groups and is 
seeking donations and support from area busi- 
nesses. 
The group is trying to contact families of those 
who have died of AIDS or are infected with the HIV 
virus in order to dedicate the panel. Snyder said 
those interested in the Names Project quilt may 
contact him at 353-0214. Uhrick said LAGA is par- 
ticularly interested in helping to create the new 
panel. 
"We want to remember people who have died or 
could die from AIDS,'' she said. 
The quilt is expected to be on display sometime 
during the spring. 
The men and women of the Peace 
Corps. Dedicaled Volunteers who put 
their valuable skills lo work, helping 
people in developing countries live 
better lives. 
It's tough. And it takes more than 
jusl concern. It takes motivation. 
Commitment. And skills in any one of 
several important areas: education, math 
and science, health, business, agricul- 
ture, the environment, community 
development, and more. 
Information Table 
October 7 (ALL DAY) 
Student Union 
1-800-521-8686 
For 30 years, being a Peace Corps 
Volunteer has been a chance to stop 
dreaming about a better world and start 
doing something about it. 
[JOBYOUTH _ 
Film & Information Session 
October 7 
Noon & 7 p.m. 
Student Union 
UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO 
DICK AND JANE SAY "CONGRATS" TO   RRS5§) 
SEPTEMBER COMMITTEE MEMBERS OF THE MONTH 
OUTDOOR RECREATION SPOTIJOHT ENTERTAINMENT 
KEVIN MYERS 
AMY TOMON 
ERIN HITCHCOCK 
ADMINISTRATIVE      CAMPUS FILMS 
BILL DUNCAN 
JENNIFER SPETH 
DEE LAMBILOTTE 
AIMEE HOLLISTER 
BETH SWANSON 
PERFORMING ARTS 
ANDREA STURGEON 
PUBLICITY 
KIM HICE 
KATHY LIPOVSKY 
JOE FLORENSKI 
KIRK PETERS 
CHRISTI PERZ 
MINI-COURSES 
STACY BARLOCK 
STEPHANIE SWART 
KXHIBlTfi 
ANGELA YOUNG 
UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO   UAO 
SEE YOU AT THE STADIUM- T0M0RR0W...C0ME EARLY AND TAILGATE 
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Preview Day 
aim to recruit 
new students 
by Sherry Turco 
contributing teportet 
This weekend, University 
freshmen will get their first 
chance to feel like upper- 
classmen as high school 
seniors from throughout the 
state visit the campus. 
Students interested in at- 
tending the University next 
year will have the opportu- 
nity to see what Bowling 
Green has to offer them 
Saturday during the Uni- 
versity's 16th annual Pre- 
view Day. 
Two such days are spon- 
sored each fall to recruit 
prospective University stu- 
dents. 
Displays featuring many 
University services are a 
drawing card of the event. 
Representatives from 
campus organizations, aca- 
demic departments and 
student services will be on 
hand from from 9:30 a.m. 
until noon in the Union's 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom to 
answer any questions the 
students and their parents 
have. 
"Students get the chance 
to see the University first 
hand, and get the feel for 
student life while visiting 
the campus." said Cecilia 
Castellano, coordinator of 
Preview Day. 
Campus tours will also be 
offered throughout the 
morning. Tours will leave 
the University Union every 
five minutes from 10 until 
11:45 a.m. 
"The tours will offer a lot 
of Information about the 
campus in general," Castel- 
lano said. 
Twenty-five hundred stu- 
dents are expected to attend 
this fall's two Preview 
Days. 
"It's been a long standing, 
and successful program at 
the University.'' 
Campus gladiators 
to storm the Palace 
by Doug Baker 
general assignment reporter 
► See related story in Insider. 
The gladiators of Bowling 
Green will soon be laying siege to 
the Palace of Auburn Hills. 
The TV show "American Gla- 
diators" is presenting a frater- 
nity and sorority special and the 
University's greek system will be 
participating. 
Bowling Green will compete 
against Central Michigan Uni- 
versity, Western Michigan Uni- 
versity, Michigan State Universi- 
ty and the University of Michigan 
on the Oct. 26 show, which will be 
shown live from the Palace of 
Auburn Hills, Mich. 
According to Inter-fraternity 
Council President Jeff Merhige, 
IFC is sponsoring tryouts for the 
show Oct. 6 in College Park — the 
plot of land near College Park Of- 
fice Building. 
Merhige said he doesn't know 
the exact starting time but that it 
"The winners will 
represent the greek 
system and the 
University." 
—Jeff Merhige, IFC 
president 
would be somewhere near 11 a.m. 
or noon. 
Each University fraternity and 
sorority will be choosing repre- 
sentatives to try out. 
"Each chapter can send two 
representatives to the tryout," 
Merhige said. "The winners in 
this tryout will represent the 
greek system and the University 
at the show." 
According to Merhige, an ob- 
stacle course will determine the 
competitors for the show. 
BGaSkU 
■Behold the turtle. He 
makes progress only when he 
sticks his neck out." — James 
B. Conant 
I want to change my major 
into a different college. 
Where do I start? 
Dear Changing in Mid- 
stream, 
Go to your current college 
office to obtain your records 
and carry your file to the col- 
lege you plan to enter. Make 
an appointment at that time 
with an adviser in the college 
you plan to enter. Keep in 
mind that you must have at 
least a 2.0 GPA to change col- 
leges. Also, you must meet 
certain math requirements 
before you may transfer into 
the College of Business. 
I can't remember my ad- 
viser's name. How can I find 
him? 
Dear Where's Waldo, 
You may obtain the name, 
location, and phone number 
of your adviser by calling 
your college office. 
I'm really getting lost In my 
science class. Where can I get 
help? 
Dear Bull winkle, 
The Study Skills Lab offers 
workshops several times a 
week at various times to help 
students succeed in chem- 
istry, physics, biology and 
geology. Call 372-8840 for in- 
formation. The Study Skills 
Lab is located in 213 Moseley 
Hall. 
Help! Math is not my bag. I 
could use some assistance. 
What can I do? 
Dear Numb When it Comes 
to Numbers, 
Call the Math Lab at 
372-2677 for information about 
specific workshops or tutor- 
ing. 
BGaSkU is a service of the 
University's academic ad- 
visers. 
TV SHOW  
n Continued from page four. 
Hickey is in charge of the entire 
show's content, spends a mini- 
mum of two hours a day working 
on Campus Connection. 
In addition, she spends the en- 
tire day on Saturdays editing the 
show, which airs every other 
week starting on Sundays at 10 
p.m. It can be seen at various 
times during the week on cable 
channel 24. 
Although none of the students 
claim to know what the future 
holds for Campus  Connection, 
they said they hope one day they 
will be recognized as a student 
organization. 
Legitimate student organiza- 
tion status means the students 
can receive funding from the 
University. This in turn would 
mean higher-quality shows. 
But for now, Campus Connec- 
tion members say they are happy 
the show is able to provide valua- 
ble experience for University 
students and provide the Univer- 
sity with a fun show. 
^Jhe fotiowlnu  local churches  invite 
uou  to  attend the church of uour 
choice  thid   week 
Active Christians Today 
IVatltintf   in   the  oLiaht 
of J4U WoJ 
Fellowship Meeting - Tuesday 7:00 PM 
Alumni Room - 3rd Floor Student Union 
Call 352-6486 
Christ Ev. Lutheran Church (ELCA) 
A "Country Church" with a "City Flavor" 
22552 Carter Road 
Comer of Dowling & Conor Roodi 
— *• hqhetl ipof m Wood County — 
Join us in study and worship 
Sunday School 9 am 
— Gnjof oVscvukyii m oduh don — 
Wonhip I0:15om 
colll 833 3956 for dMoili 
The Alliance Church 
1161 Napoleon Road 
352-3623 
Sunday: 
8:15am, 10:30am: Worship Service 
9:30am: Sunday School 
6:00pm: Jr. & Sr. Youth Meeting 
Wed., 7:00pm:   Prayer, Bible Study & Children's Classes 
Nursery provided for all public services (except 8:15am Sunday Worship). 
cmLm>d 
<0llam 
20 cnOPmmipm 
»4Cn*»tMn«MM» 
•Hill 10 »» 
27 
To participate in the next 
Church Directory page, 
contact: 
Shari Riffle 
372-2605 
FCGSiFawwrtpolCniBlanGraJuaB     FCS (FefcwsredCftnslaflSUJeritsl 
Suoenis) Formiorrafjona* 35J-8483 Tues.7fl0pm rreFarulylounge 
-^f= BGSU Student Uncn 
For rtomaton at 354-1206 or 3S2-1790 
SpomoioO by ■ Bowling Green       _..« . 
ovenant Church 
llfc-SHowkiiMRd   • BowlingCramTCMaflB • 4I9/»5?*4«1 
R.v Jamas P Barth. Sr. Pastor 
Rav Gaorga M Lopar. Assoc Pastor Sunday Worship -10:00 a.m. 
SEet's Qet (Acquainted 
749 Wintergarden Road 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
(419) 352-0417 
Rev. Ken Young 
Pastor 
Church of the Nazarene 
Janice & Alan Duce, Pastors 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday Evening 6:00 p.m. 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00p.m. 
'Rides Available call 352-2289 
Are you interested in your spirituality? 
Maranatha! Community Church* 
1015 Revere Drive 353-8781 
Sundays: 9:15 a.m. Fellowship/Study 
10:30 a.m. Worship. 6:00 p.m. Family Fellowship 
Wednesday: 7:00 p.m. Indepth Bible Study & Cadet Club 
(age 4 - 6th grade) 
• A Missionary Church seeking to serve and 
giving you a place to serve. 
St. Aloysius  Catholic Church 
Corner of South Summit & Clough 
352-4195 
Saturday Worship - 5:30 p.m. 
Saturday Sacrament Penance - 4:00 p.m. 
Sunday Morning Worship - 8:00 a.m.. 10:00 a.m., 12 noon 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church 
315 S. College 
Worship: 8:30am, 11:00am 
Sunday School: 9:45am 
Senior Pastor Edward G. Walden 
Bart R. Muller 
tri/0   want  to   man*  uou /•*•«   wttcom*   in   Cyoa j familu. 
Seventh - Day Adventist Church 
331 South Enterprise, Bowling Green 
Saturday 9:15 a.m. - 12 noon 
"My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge." 
Hosea 4:6 
"Come worship as Jesus did; in spirit and truth." 
John 4:23 
Join us on the Lord's true Sabbath day. 
Catholic? 
Join us at St. Thomas More, 
your University Parish. 
Mass Schedule 
1991 - 1992 
Saturday   5:00 p.m. 
Sunday      10:00 o.m. 
11:30 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Si. Thomas More University Parish 
425 Thursttn. PO Box 87 -   Bowling Green. OH 43402 - Phone (419) 352-7555 
Sunday School 
9 15am 
Worship 10 30 a.m. 
Pastor, Dr. Jim Stewart 
Trinity United Methodist Church 
Corner Court & Summit Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone: 353-9031 
.     ■ EVERYONE WELCOME •  
Village View Church of Christ 
801 W. Poe Rd.. Bowling Green 
352-0371/Minister Gary B. Double 
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Morning Worship - 10:30 a.m. 
Sunday Evening Worship - 6:30 p.m. 
Midweek Bible Study - Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Youth Meeting (all ages)    Wednesday 6:45 p.m. 
"Restoring the Church of the New Testament 
in the New Testament way." 
Next Church 
Directory Page 
Friday November 1s1 
Sports 
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Women's tennis takes on 
unknown Robert Morris 
by Mimi Ordonio 
sports writer 
Playing a non-conference opponent is a little like 
taking the first exam in a class — one never knows 
what to expect. 
The women's tennis team is experiencing that 
same anxiety as they face Robert Morris on Sun- 
day, a team they do not know much about. 
Coach Penny Dean said she just wants her team 
to have a good showing, as they really can't pre- 
pare for the unknown. The Colonials are a Division 
I school located in Caraopolis, Penn. They are a 
member of the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Confer- 
ence Metro. 
"They are traveling around Ohio and playing 
Wright State and Dayton on Friday and Satur- 
day," Dean said. "They wanted another match on 
Sunday and we had an open date so we scheduled 
them." 
Because she cannot concentrate on how the 
Colonials play, Dean is focusing on some changes 
that might be made in her own lineup. Freshman 
Karen Micus will have her first collegiate start at 
No. 6 singles. 
"Karen has been a pleasant surprise this fall. 
Her serve and top-spin groundstrokes are her 
strongest areas," Dean said. "I want to give her 
the opportunity to play because she has been work- 
ing hard recovering from a back injury." 
Senior ('aria Marshack is looking for a win to 
beat the all-time Falcon win record she tied last 
week against Xavier. She will have two opportuni- 
ties as she plays first singles and pairs with Erin 
Bowbeer at first doubles. 
Another BG bright spot is the recent play of 
Sarah Kmdin. Although her record stands at 1-1 in 
both singles and doubles. Dean is encouraged by 
the senior's attitude and enthusiasm. 
"She is playing the best tennis she ever has," 
Dean said. "And her doubles play has improved 
tremendously just the last year. She is currently 
Claying No. 4 for us at singles and she teams with 
lelissa Seely-Brown for a tough combination in 
doubles." 
NHL opening preview: part II 
Did I forget something? 
In the excitement of finally be- 
ing able to express my humble 
opinion to millions (how about 
thousands?) of avid hockey fans, 
I forgot something yesterday in 
my Campbell Conference pre- 
view and picks. 
The Winnepeg Jets. 
No bother — it's nothing the 
average hockey fan hasn't done 
before. Since trading Dino Cic- 
cerelli to Washington two seasons 
ago, Team Manitoba has yet to 
discover an element to make 
their club stand out...new uni- 
forms included. 
Just for the record, it looks like 
another dismal season in "Lose-i- 
peg'. Slide them just above the 
expansion Sharks, good for fifth 
in the Smythe Division. 
Now on to the Wales Confer- 
ence... 
PATRICK DIVISION 
Pittsburgh Penguins: A full 
season with Le Magnifique Mario 
Lemieux will be too much for the 
rest of the division. With an ex- 
plosive offense, Paul Coffey on 
JEFFMANDEL 
a 
Between 
the pipes 
the blueline, and Stanley Cup 
rings on their fingers, the Pens 
will repeat as division champs. 
New York Rangers: I still 
maintain that Roger Neilson is 
the best coach in the NHL, and 
barring another March flop, the 
Broadway Blue-shirts should put 
up a strong fight for the division 
title. Look for 50-goal seasons 
from Bernie Nichofis and Mike 
Gartner (if their not traded to the 
Oilers for Mark Messier first). 
New Jersey Devils: Celebrat- 
ing their 10th anniversary in the 
Garden State, the on-ice product 
has improved. However, look for 
off-ice turmoil to hold the Devils 
back. Led by defenseman Scott 
Stevens and goalie Chris Terreri, 
defense should save the Devils. 
Washington Capitals: A team 
on the way down, the Caps will be 
able to squeak into the playoffs in 
the final weeks of the season. Ke- 
vin Hatcher remains the only 
bright spot on the blueline, but 
that won't put goals in the net. 
Mike Ridley and Ciccerelli need 
strong years. 
Philadelphia Flyers: Surprise, 
surprise! Ron Hextall starts the 
season under suspension again. 
The Flyers will miss the playoffs 
for the third straight season, as 
they continue their rebuilding 
process. Rod Brind'Amour, who 
fell out of favor with the St. Louis 
brass, should make a pretty part- 
ner for Rick Tocchet up front, but 
it won't be enough. 
New York Islanders: Pat La- 
Fontaine has so much weight on 
his shoulders that he's skating 
hunched over. GM Bill Torrey 
D See NHL, page seven. 
Tired of Being a Face in 
the Crowd? 
Check out 
Winthrop Terrace 
Apts 
and be someone 
Special! 
Call 
352-9135 
T R I 
PIZZA 
$5.00 
1/2 SLAB 
BBO RIBS 
w/ roll & butter 
Call Us For Tailgate 
Party Packs 
choice of side order  i 
with coupon 
TRIOS 
$5.00 
1/2 BBO 
CHICKEN 
w/ roll &  butter choice of 
side order with soda 
with coupon 
k J22?  
$5.00 
1 /4 SHEET 
PIZZA 
(regular or roman style) 
w/ 2 items 
with coupon 
TRIOS 
Th<- B<; Nrws/T1m Norman 
Carey Amos, left, and Tammy Schiller go up for a block in a match this season. The volleyball team, 
currently 8-2 overall and 2-1 in the Mid-American Conference, travel to Chicago this weekend to 
compete in the DePaul Classic. Schiller currently leads the MAC in both kills (5.67) and blocks (1.64) 
per game, while Amos Is the league leader in assists with 12.81 per game. 
Football faces formidable foe inCMU 
by Rob McCurdy 
sports writer 
Perry Field tomorrow afternoon, 
football  coach Gary  Blackney 
-   said. 
"They (CMU) don't have the 
Bowling Green will face its   team speed that West Virginia 
toughest opponent to date when   has, but they're a much more 
Central Michigan travels to Doyt   physical football team," Black- 
H E     $ H E     ■» H S     SHE     tHE     » H E 
Phi Eta Sigma 
Happy Hours 
Friday, Oct. 4 
6-9 at S.O.P. 's 
Free Pizza & Prizes 
*HE      *HE      *H£     *HE      *HE      *HE 
ney said. "They have more 
weapons and their quarterback 
(Jeff Bender) is the best we'll 
have faced so far." 
Bender, last year's Mid- 
American Conference Player of 
the Year, has completed 53 per- 
cent of his passes for 922 yards. 
The senior has thrown five touch- 
downs and five interceptions this 
season. 
The Chippawas' other weapon 
is running back Billy Smith. The 
6-0, 195-pounder has carried the 
ball 171 times for 698 yards this 
season. He leads the MAC and 
also ranks seventh in the nation in 
rushing   with   139.6   yards   per 
1610 East Wooster 
353 RIBS 
FREE DELIVERY i 
OPEN M - F 4pm 
Sat. - Sun 12 noon 
uno uno uno uno uno uno uno 
Ssws* GONG SHOW TRYOUTS 
Tues. Oct. 8 & Wed. Oct. 9 
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
203 West Hall 
Actual Show 7 p.m. Wed. Oct. 16 
GREAT PRIZES FOR WINNERS 
$75 Cash 
$50 Music gift certificate from Record Den 
$25 Pizza gift certificate 
1970*S THEME      Call 372-2343 for info 
SIGN UP NOW! 
UAO office. 3rd floor Univ. Union 
RUSSIAN DISCUSSION 
NOTICE! 
Three BGSU Professors 
and one undergraduate 
student will discuss the cause and effect of the 
Russian Coup on the Russian economy and popu- 
lation as well as its affect on America. 
WHEN: Tuesday, Oct. 8 
from 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
WHERE:   115 Education Building 
oun oun oun oun oun 001  oun 
ICENTERI-QRCHOIC!;! 
1 ONHWNT *4   -.(*|*M CAOI   IC* WOWtN 
• Abortion through 
17 weeks 
• Morning after 
treatment 
PROUD TO 
BE PRO-CHOICE 
16 N. Huron 
Toledo, Oh. 43604 
Phone 
(419) 255-7769 or 
1-800-589-6005 
game, and also tops the league's 
all-purpose yardage list with 
152.6 yards a game. 
CMU, the preseason favorite to 
win the MAC, is 3-0-2 and 0-0-2 in 
the MAC. The Chips beat Michi- 
gan State, 20-3, four weeks ago, 
but tied Ohio University in its 
first game and Toledo last week. 
'"They've played well enough 
not to lose," Blackney said. 
"Their backs are against the 
wall. One loss could knock them 
out of the conference race. They 
can't afford to lose." 
On the other hand... 
"We can't afford to lose a home 
game. We can't afford to lose any 
game," he said. 
INJURY REPORT — Free 
safety Terry Wilson, forced out of 
the Navy game with a sprained 
knee, will play tomorrow. ... De- 
fensive lineman Mark Ross will 
play despite a sprained foot. ... 
Fullback Scott I.ind.sey is ready 
to play, but not 100 percent, ac- 
cording to Blackney. 
4TH QUARTER COMEBACKS 
— The 3-1 Falcons have trailed at 
the start of the fourth quarter in 
every game this season. BG has 
outscored opponents 29-0 in the 
final period. 
"Two weeks ago we needed a 
big defensive effort and the de- 
fensive kids rose to the occassion. 
Saturday, we needed our 
offense...and  the   offense  took 
See FOOTBALL, page seven. 
DON'T BE LEFT OUT OF THE CROWD! 
SHOWDOWN! 
BOWLING GREEN vs. CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
TOMORROW 1:30 - PERRY FIELD 
Just present your Student ID. at the gate for admission... 
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Indians dismiss coaching staff 
CLEVELAND (AP) — The Cleveland Indians 
fired or reassigned the majority of their coaching 
staff last night, clearing the decks so manager 
Mike Hargrove and general manager John Hart 
can assemble their own staff for next season. 
Hargrove, who had been serving as first base 
coach, replaced John McNamara as the Indians' 
manager on July 6. On Wednesday night, the In- 
dians set a team record with their 103rd loss. 
"Mike inherited a staff," Hart said. "In all fair- 
ness, we wanted Mike to have some input on the 
shape of the staff next year. Our coaching staff is 
certainly not the cause of this club having the tvpe 
of year it has had. They're all outstanding baseball 
people." 
Third base coach Rich Dauer will not return for 
the 1992 season, the Indians said. Bullpen coach 
Luis Isaac, pitching coach Mark Wiley and coach- 
ing assistant Billy Williams have been offered 
other jobs in the organization, as scouts or in the 
minors. 
First base coach Gordie MacKenzie, who was on 
temporary assignment with the Indians, will re- 
turn to his job as advance scout. 
Cavs sign four players 
CLEVELAND (AP) — Second-round pick Keith 
Hughes and three other players have been signed 
to the 17-man pre-season roster of the Cleveland 
Cavaliers, the team announced yesterday. Train- 
ing camp begins today. 
The team also signed free agents Greg Butler, 
Dale Turnquist and Anthony Houston. 
The Cavaliers acquired Hughes' draft rights in 
exchange for a future second-round pick. Hughes 
was the Atlantic 10 Conference player of the year 
as a Rutgers senior. 
Sports Shorts 
Other MA C matchups 
In other MAC games tomorrow, Western Michi- 
gan (3-2 overall and 2-1 in the MAC) is at Ball State 
(3-2,1-1); Eastern Michigan (0-5,0-2) at Kent State (04, 0-2) and Ohio University (1-2-1, 0-1-1) is at 
Toledo. Miami of Ohio (3-1, 2-0) visits Southwest 
Louisiana in a non-league encounter. 
Top 25 games Saturday 
Top-ranked Florida State play No. 10 Syracuse 
and No. 7 Michigan faces Big Ten rival Iowa, 
ranked ninth, to lead the top 25 matchups this 
weekend. 
Florida State (4-0) beat Michigan 51-31 last Sat- 
urday and knocked the Wolverines (2-1) down 
three pegs from No. 4. 
In other games involving the Top 10, it's Okla- 
homa State (0-3) at No. 2 Miami (3-0); Arizona 
(2-2) at No. 3 Washington (3-0); No. 5 Oklahoma 
(3-0) at Iowa State (2-2); No. 6 Clemson (3-0) at 
Georgia (3-1), and No. 8 Notre Dame (3-1) at Stan- 
ford (1-2). 
The schedule of other ranked teams has No. 11 
Baylor (4-0) at Houston (1-2); No. 12 Penn State 
(4-1) at Temple (1-3); No. 13 Florida (3-1) at LSU 
(1-2); Wisconsin (3-0) at No. 14 Ohio State (3-0); 
Southern Mississippi (2-2) at No. 16 Auburn (3-1), 
and Maryland (1-2) at No. 17 Pittsburgh (4-0). 
Also: No. 18 California (3-0) at No. 24 UCLA 
(2-1); No. 21 Georgia Tech (2-2) at No. 19 North 
Carolina State (4-0); Tennessee-Chattanooga (3-1) 
at No. 20 Alabama (3-1); Minnesota (1-2) at No. 22 
Illinois (2-1), and No. 23 Texas A&M (2-1) at Texas 
Tech (1-3). 
SPORTS 
ROUNDUP 
HOCKEY   TRYOUTS 
TUESDAY — The hockey 
team will hold open tryouts 
on Tuesday, Oct. 8 between 
5:30 and 6:30 p.m. Proof of a 
physical is required. For 
more information, contact 
coach Flanigan at 2-7230. 
DDD 
MEN'S TENNI8 
HEADED SOUTH - The 
men's tennis team travels 
south for the Kentucky Invi- 
tational. They will compete 
against teams such as Ken- 
tucky and Notre Dame, who 
are ranked No.10 and No.ll 
in the country, respectively. 
aco 
CROSS COUNTRY 
TEAMS COMPETE IN IN- 
VITATIONALS   —   The 
men's cross country team 
travels to Notre Dame to- 
day to take part in the Notre 
Dame Invitational at 2 p.m. 
The women, meanwhile, 
will compete at the Lake- 
front Invitational in Chi- 
cago, 111., tomorrow at 10:45 
a.m. 
NHL  
Continued from page six. 
has lost the golden, or should I 
say silver, touch that brought 
four Stanley Cups to Long Island 
in the eighties. 
ADAMS DIVISION 
Boston Bruins: Despite the loss 
of Cam Neely until December, 
the Bruins won't waste any time 
putting points on the board. Beat- 
en by the upstart Penguins in the 
playoffs, Boston will look to get 
revenge on the rest of the league, 
as Ray Bourque proves he's the 
league's best rearguard. 
Montreal Canadiens: Not ex- 
actly the return to excellence for 
Us Habs, but with Kirk Muller 
(acquired from New Jersey) up 
front, the Canadiens won't miss 
the loss of Richer. Once again, 
Patrick Roy will excel in goal, 
and Denis Savard should return 
to form, chipping in at least 30 
goals. 
Buffalo Sabres: This is my 
easiest pick of the week. The Sa- 
bres are better than Hartford and Quebec, and not nearly as strong 
as Boston and Montreal. Third 
place for the most mediocre team 
in the league, despite what I hope 
to be a career year for goalie 
Daren Puppa. 
Hartford Whalers: The 
Whalers will be short on goals, 
despite having 100-point scorer 
John Cullen (acquired from 
Pittsburgh last season) in the 
lineup for the duration. Pat Ver- 
beek remains a holdout, and the 
team suffers from a lack of effec- 
tive leadership. 
Quebec Nordiques: The bad 
news — one more year of watch- 
ing the playoffs on the tube. The 
good news (or bad, depending on 
the way vou lok at it) — the 
Sharks will beat out the Nords for 
the lease on the cellar, thus gain- 
ing the #1 draft pick in June. 
Jeff Mandel is a sports writer for the News. 
FOOTBALL  
Continued from page six. 
over," Blackney said. "What that 
indicates is that they're finding 
ways to win. It's a team effort." 
VERSATILE ATHLETES — 
Outside linebacker Artie Ma- 
ngham is second on the team in 
tackles with 38, and returns kick- 
offs as well. At Navy, the junior 
carried the ball one yard for the 
Falcons' first score of the after- 
noon when he was inserted at 
blocking back in a fourth-and- 
eoal situation. ... Sophomore de- 
fensive back Joe Bair filled in for 
the injured Wilson and responded 
with seven tackles, one broken 
pass and one fumble recovery. 
Bair is also a member of the Fal- 
con basketball team. 
FALCON NOTES — In the 
BG-CMU series, the home team 
has won every game since 1983. 
Classified 
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CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS 
APICS lotnt mtg with Toledo Senior Chapter 
Tuea Oct 6th at 5 45 p m 
$7 00 dinner at Kaufman s at the Lodge 
Sign up and pay by Friday Oct 4th 
inmgmt dept office 
Attention PHI ETA SIGMA members Happy 
Hours Friday, October 4. from 6 9 at SOP 
Free p<zza. drinks and door prizes • Be there' 
Caribbean Assoc. One Love REQQAE parly is 
on Set   Mov   2. Union Ballroom. wifhTHE ARK 
■AND, (fka ADDIS) Crucial'      
Every Friday at Noon ALL GRADUATE STU- 
DENTS 
are Invited to a soup and sandwich lunch, 
donation $1.00 at UCF CENTER corner of 
Thursttn and Ridge This Friday Jack Zlbluk- 
teaching fellow, Journalism will discuss "Po- 
litical Correctness and How II Effects Us at 
BQSU." ___ 
L.A.G.A. 
The Lesbian And Gay Alliance 
Information and Referral Phone Line 
is open 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
7pm to 10 p m 
Call 352-LAGA" 352-5242 
AOTT CLASSIC 
AOTT CLASSIC 
AOTT CLASSIC 
Off-Campus Student Center 
and UAO present 
TOM GORMAN 
Free concert in the Union Oval1 
Monday. October 7th 
11 30 am - 1 00 pm 
Celebrating "Are eUstresaecr>" Week. 
October 7-11 
SERVICES OFFERED 
AVEBURY BOOKS 
Old. used, rare out-ot-pnnt 
10-6. Monday • Saturday 
143-CE WoosterSl 
Horseback Riding and Hayrides 
3136563973 
LSAT ■ ORE ' GMAT 
Before you take the test, cal the expert Local 
daases   forming   now    Kaplan   Educational 
Center Cal tor detaft 536-3701  
PREGNANT? 
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and sup- 
portive services   Confidential   BG Pregnancy 
Center CM354HOPE 
PERSONALS 
We wil miss our claoe friends Jason and Brian 
They enjoyed many years here Best of luck in 
your next Me 
Love ■ Monica and Lara 
PS. Can we have your cars? 
" Kory Mailer • ' 
Congrats on your recent engagement to Oen- 
•ter'1 Enkiy your life together! 
Love. 
 JanuandDi 
Theta Chi Man Kagy Theta Chi 
Looking forward to sailing on the Sanduaky with 
you Hope you are too 
Love. Rita  
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
Knsty and Dawn 
IFC SUPPORTS 
BOWLING GREEN FOOTBALL 
BEAT CENTRAL MICHIGAN1' 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S 
BOWLING - OCT 16. COED DOUBLES RAC- 
QUETBAU ■ OCT 16. 4PLAYER VOLLEY- 
BALL OCT 22. MEN'S & WOMEN'S CROSS 
COUNTRY OCT 23 ENTRIES DUE IN 108 
SRC BY 4 00 P M ON DUE DATE 
Joylene. 
Will you marry me? 
Julie Cook • You are the best friend I could ever 
ask lor" Have a great weekend' 
Love. Jane 
KAS- 
Cheer up and let's party my 15-year fnend 
Your month from hei has finely come to an end 
Even though we always joke and sappy me- 
ments are tew. I do went to tell ya I'm realty 
proud of you' 
-JJ 
KD Michelle KD 
Beer Bongs. Bus rides 
Bathroom Breaks. Blowing Chunks 
Thanks tor a great time at Cedar Point 
The Dock Man 
KD ' KD • KD • KD 
Elys*. 
You're an awesome big and I'm looking forward 
to a great year* 
Love, ur ft 
KD " KD " KD ' KD " KD 
Grand B-g Paula and Great-Grand-Big CheunteN 
LOVE YOU GUYS' 
I'm a pretty lucky little to have you guys for my 
Bigs, but you're pretty kicky too' Ha! Ha! 
Love. 
Little Anlaaa 
Kay Dee " Kay Dee • Kay Dee 
KD ' KD ■ KD 
Big Missy. 
Thanks for being such an awesome BtQ! We 
are a great pair' I'm looking forward to some tun 
years with KD and my Biga' I krv ya> 
Love. 
UhieAnleaa 
Kay Dee ' Kay Dee 
Happy 22nd Birthday* 
Have a bleat' Your not OLO yet' 
Your Roomies 
MAC SHOWDOWN' 
BOWLING GREEN VS CENTRAL 
SAT 1:30-PERRY FIELD 
Off •Campue Student Center 
and UAO present 
TOM GORMAN 
Free concert In the Union Oval' 
Monday. October 7th 
It 30em-t OOpm 
Celebrating "Are eUstressed?   Week. 
October 7-11 
SCRLD TH€ CHIPPtUJRS 
\ wtoau 
Jose Garcia and Kevin Miller will call the action between 
two of the top two squads in the MAC. Airtime is 
Saturday at 1:00. starting with the pre-game show. 
CATCH BG VERSUS CENTRAL ON YVBGU 88.1 FM ' 
Alpha Stgma Phi 
Grand Littles Scoti and James 
You guys are doing great' 
Keep up the good work" 
Let's keep Alpha Sigs #1 
Your Grand Big. 
Rob 
P S Happy 21 st Little Dave Robison 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
SIGMA CHI OELTA GAMMA 
CAR WASH 
Sunday Oct 6 
At the Mid Am Bank Branch 
From 1 2 00-3 00 
COSTS ONLY $1.00 
All profits wW go towards the 
Bowung Green 1+gh School Memorial 
Pi Phi Pi Phi P, Phi 
The Sisters of Pi Beta Phi would like to congrat- 
ulate Ann Purvis on her Summer engagement to 
Eric Quakenbush 
PUSH ' Sorority Quarter Race * PUSH 
Enda Noon Today' Last lap pushed ty 
BG Mayor Edwin Miller Pile em high 
for the handicapped 
Pi Kappa Phi PushA-Thon Pi Kappa Phi 
Began on Monday at 8 00 a m . and the 
100 hours of dedication ends to the 
severty handicapped has Its annual 
ending celebration at noon in the 
Union Oval 
PUSH PUSH PUSH PUSH PUSH PUSH 
REQGAE BAND AVAILABLE 
THE ARK (fka ADDIS) 
Cm 614-253-8867 or 352 7 1 43 
Alpha Xi Lll' Llaa Anaon Alpha XI 
I love U Lii   you're the beat 
We picked each other from aH the rest 
Welcome to XI best family* 
Love Your Big 9 
Meredith 
AOTT • Alpha Sigma Phi ■ AOTT 
Get psyched for the 
AOTT CLASSIC* 
Your AOTT Coaches. 
LOTS and Becky 
AXO AXO AXO 
Grand Lii Heather 
I cent welt until Sunday when your awesome 
lenvJy is revealed to you 
Love Your Grand Big 
AXO AXO AXO 
• ' P S.E Tailgate ■ * 
Seturday. October 5 
Starts 12 00 Game 1 30 
Cal 353-0610 For Defeat 
• Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi • 
A belated thanks to the Seniors for the cup 
cakes, and thanks to Cindy Nailers for the 
candy and Lara for the fruit at the pledge meet- 
ings! 
* Blast From the Past * 
BQSU Homecoming 
* Bleat From the Pest * 
PHI MU * PHI MU ' PHI MU 
OFFICER OF THE WEEK 
AMY SOULLIERE 
SISTER OF THE WEEK 
AMY SIEQEL 
PHI MU * PHI MU * PHI MU 
Alpha XI 
Lii' DlnaHulton 
Big1 Little's at an end 
and I'm your new found fnend 
We'll be the best-you and me' 
Welcome lo the tamify' 
Love Your Big Robin 
Alpha XI 
Alpha Sig Alpha Sig Alpha S*g 
Congratulations to the Alpha Sig 
Pledge Class Officers 
James Bremner • President 
Darren Dunn ■ Secretary 
Allen "Norm'' Moss - Fundraismg 
Glen Olsen ■ Treasurer 
Committment to Excellence 
Alpha Sig Alpha Sig Alpha Sig 
ALPHA PHI " ALPHA PHI 
Alpha PN pledges are 
Most Excellent" 
ALPHA PHI " ALPHA PHI 
Happy Hours ' ' Happy Hours 
Annual Charity Happy Hours 
At Mark a Pizza Pub 4 30-9 00 
Karaoke by Karazz Entertainment 
Happy Hours * " Happy Hours 
Happy Hours • ' Happy Hours 
Annual Chanty Happy Hours 
At Mark's Plus Pub 4.30-9 00 
Karaoke by Karazz Entertainment 
Happy Hours " ' Happy Hours 
Happy Hours * * Happy Hours 
Annual Chanty Happy Hours 
At Mark's Pizza Pub 4 30-9 00 
Karaoke by Karau Entertainment 
Happy Hours " • Happy Hours 
Heather. Amy. Jenn.Vtaki Amy 
Thanks so much for always being there when I 
need you You are great friends' 
LoveYa. 
MtahMai 
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO 
LI" Knstin Coulson 
Only a lew more days 
till we can finely be 
together aa Big and Little 
Forever you and me' 
I love my little' 
Love, Your Big *? 
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO 
Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau 
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau would like to 
congratulate the Christian ot the Week 
Bret Haggy 
Congratulahons' 
Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau 
GWM. 40. traveling professional.will be visiting 
BG/Tol area mid Oct Have varied talents & in- 
terests Looking lor like minded to maximize 
local enjoyment Write before 10 6 to Pal. 
co Lubtck. 8221 Detongpre '14. Weet 
Hotywood. CA 90046 Photo welcome with 
phone #. can talk before I come 
Happy 
ITEVE 
NOVAK 
12 IMP groups 
For meeting times and locations. 
ce«3'2 2130 
Aon 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6 
■fe 
SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI 
DATE DASH 
DATE DASH 
DATE DASH 
DATE DASH 
Meet at the house 
at 6 00 p m 
With your date 
Bring vekd BGSU Photo ID 
DATE DASH 
DATE DASH 
DATE DASH 
Sigma Kappa ■ ■ ■ Sigma Kappa 
Good luck this weekend m the AOTT Putt Putt 
Tournament1 
Sigma Kappa"' Sigma Kappa 
Sign ups start Tues Oct 8 for MIXOLOGY 
$8 00 for under 21. $16 21 and over Ses- 
sions on Mondays October 21. October 26 
and third session at Tuxedo Junction on Mon- 
day November 4 for 21 and over ONLY Call 
UAQ Office at 372-2343 for more mfo  
SUPERCOMIC SALE 
Save up to 70 percent on comics 
YOUNG S NEWSSTAND 
Oct 5 7-10pm 
Tanning m Florida 
Surfing in Caltfomis 
Slung m Colorado 
A still make progress towards graduation 
Interested?  Then  (om  the   National  Student 
Exchange   For more details, attend the next 
mfo session on Tuea .Oct 8 at 9 30 am 
Where? Union Faculty Lounge (2nd Floor) 
The screaming CRAI s 
f maty 20' 
Happy Birthday Kirstin' 
 Love CRABMANNOR      
WIOU SPORTS H.1FM 
FOOTBALL SAT OCT   5 AT 1 00 P M 
SPORTSCENE SUN OCT   6 AT 8 0OPM 
With En* White end Dave Bieanski 
WBOU SPORTS 88.1 FM 
• INTERIOR DESIGN MAJORS ■ 
ASID Meeting on Tuesday. October 8th at 8 00 
pm In the Aaaemoly Room at me McFaH Center 
ATTENTION FACULTY 
Anyone interested « becoming a sorority or 
fraternity academic advtaora • please contact 
BOB E. LEUIS- 2-5126 
 CAROL METTS- 2-2151  
Sheryl 
Happy Birthday Sugarhpa' 
Love. Schoonums 
XO ' Lii Detdra ' AXO 
Sunday night we ■ have fust begun. 
Enjoy the gifts my "LH" one 
Soon well be the greatest pair 
Goodtimes. bedtimes, and laughter 
Wei share I love my #1 Little' 
Love. 
AXO AXO AXO AXO 
Your Big >? 
Alpha Sig Alpha Sig Alpha Sig 
Brother of the Week • Jon Otver 
Officer of me Week - Joe Bazzan 
Athletes of the Week - The SoftbeJ Teem 
Pledge of the Week - James Bremner 
Alpha S*g Alpha S*g Alpha Sig 
"'PHI SIGMA KAPPA*" 
RonK 
Good luck with interviews on Sunday' You'i do 
greet See you at eleven'Damn Proud' 
Love. Amy 
• " PHI SIGMA KAPPA ••• 
• AXO * U" Kim Hosier • AXO 
Big U hunt is almost here. 
Soon we'll have the fnendehip 
Of Big ui to share' 
Ycu know it's true 
How much your big loves you 
So get psyched for Sunday 
When you'l hnd out who1 
I love my La" Kan' 
Love. 
• AXO ' AXO " AXO 
Your Big rn 
AXO' 
'Gamma Phi * Shelly Oorf * Gamma Phi 
Just a reminder to let you know how much we 
miss you" Hope to see you soon' 
Love Your Gamma Phi Sisters 
AUsaa. 
It's only 09an a few months but we've gone so 
far. 
And most oi the things began m a bar 
First we had our famous couch wetter 
And the red-heeded dude was even better 
From there you went to Put-N-Bay. 
A "Forty-eight" year old. with a toupee 
We al want out dreaaed in j Crew. 
Then you tried to get busy with J Q 
Grease is the movie we all saw 
Does Rizo wear a triple A bra? 
Wen we know you hit 50 laat yeer 
But lets celebrate 21 with a beer 
LoveThe Jungle Crew Lon  Pern. M.cheae & 
Mtahsja 
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi 
ALLY STRICKER 
Congratulations on being selected for the Cam- 
pus Awareness poeitton on NMPC Cabinet'' 
Love, Your Alpha Ph. S mm. 
AXO Llf Nicole Clay AXO 
Always remember that I 
Care about you and I 
Hope you realize how excited 
I am to have you m 
Our awesome famHy" 
UTB • Your B-g fTf 
AZD ' AZD ' AZD ' AZD 
The Sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to con- 
gratulate Katy Baleman on her peering to Keith 
Evans from Chicago' 
AZD * AZO ' AZD ' AZD 
WALT DISNEY WORLD 
COLLEGE PROGRAM 
Walt Disney World Co. representatives 
will present an information session on the Walt 
Disney World College Program on Wednesday, 
October 9, 7:00 pm at the BA Annex Room 
1007. Attendance at this presentation is 
required to interview for the SPRING '92 
COLLEGE PROGRAM.   Interviews will be held 
on Thursday, October 10. For more 
information, contact the Cooperative Education 
Programs Office. 
Contact: Cooperative Education 
Programs Office 
Phone:   372-2451 
(dutf&kntf World Co. 
O The Vak DMOcy Company An Equal Opportunity BVaploya 
Classified 
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crn-o • CHI-0 • CMI-O 
CHI-0 PLEDGES 
ABE THE BEST' 
KEEP UP YOUR HARD WORK' 
LOVE, 
THE ACTIVES 
Com* near great MUSIC SI 
MONDAY MUSICIANS 
October 7 5 00-8 00 p m 
Founder 8 Dining Hall 
John Cooper sCombo (Qumlell 
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL 
Congratulations to Pannel's Greek Athlete of 
me Week 
Maggie Veverka - AGD 
Congratuiaiona lo Katie Moose on  her en- 
gagement to Randy Head Beat Wishes' 
Love. Your Gamma Phi Sisters 
Dearest Lir Lon Spence 
The time has come lor you to be 
Pan ol the * l AXO family 
We are the bast above the rest 
So get ready Lil' Lon 
Your grandbig and I are planning a lest1 
We love you lots, your big 
00 Amy Dunaway DO 
Amy-your sisters are very proud to have you 
repreaent us-Good luck with your Homecom- 
ing Interview this weekend We love you' 
DO Amy Dunaway DO 
DZ OZ 01 Dt 01 DZ OZ 
GRATEFULLY DEADCATED 
TO ADZ 
COMING SOON1 
THE CRAZINESS CONTINUES 
DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ DZ 
GRATEFULLY OEADICATED 
TO ADZ 
COMING SOON' 
THE CRAZINESS CONTINUES 
FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI 
Hay Phi Gams  BROTHERHOOD"' 
Sat 4 om. alter the game. 
You know when.' BE THERE'" 
AXO AXO JEN BOOKER AXO 
What a roee we win be 
AXO 
You and me. Hist wail and see' 
AXO AXO JEN BOOKER AXO AXO 
AXO' • LIL DEB OWENS'" AXO 
Big Hunt is finally approaching me end 
A lew mote gilts I nave to send 
Are you confused oy the dues you got? 
We*, they all are true, so I hope not' 
The banana stones win all come true 
As I leave this lest clue lor you. 
When we meet that final day 
I know II be so proud to say 
I never thought on the day we mel 
We d be the 810/Lltteam 
AXO will never forget1 
Love. Your Big 
AXO ? AXO 7 AXO ? AXO ? AXO 
AXO AXO KERI VITOLANO AXO AXO 
GrandM. I just want you to know 
On Sunday our family wM be complete 
So here's my friendly HELLO'" 
Love. 
Your Grand Big ?■? 
AXO AXO LIT Rach.ll. AXO AXO 
Now Big and Lil' are you and me 
Friends Forever we'll always be1 
ILOVEYOU.UTTLE1 
Get psyched lor Sunday' 
Love. Your Big W 
AXO KATIE KUCK AXO 
Soon you'I see 
Who your big will be 
Big-lil that's whal we'll be 
Won't that be a sight to see 
Sunday's the big date 
I'm exerted and can't wart' 
Love. Your Big 7? 
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO 
AXOLILKAAINAGNEWAXO 
I'm psyched your my little. 
you top Ml the rest 
Get reedy for Big. Lif Hunt 
Because Alpha Chi is the best1 
Love, your Big 7? 
AZD * AZD ■ AZO * AZO ■ A20 
LH' Christy Mondenhall 
Welcome to XI beat family Little One* 
XI love. 
Big Megan 
BONNIE BROSNAN 
Happy Birthday to BGSU'a AWESOME swim- 
mer" PSYCH" Cedar Point • Joah a the barten 
der' VHYC & movtes  T-tops in the rain. Shoi 
gunl 
Love, Brenda-da 
•FRIENDS FOREVER ■ FOREVER FRIENOS" 
BRIAN MULLHOLAND 
Happy 1 wonderful year'" 
Love. Kim 
AXO Lil' Tammy Zlno AXO 
Don't look too far ahead. 
but don't look back. 
Just look with hope to the 
horizon of today MI 
LUVyourWO'??? 
AXO Melinda Mr Daniel AXO 
Little you are the best 
Defmetely above the rest 
And soon the house will see 
That we're the best Big. Lil 
Pair there can be* 
LIT.B 
Your B<g rn 
AXO * AMY WELCH • AXO 
Best ol luck with the LSAT" We know you'B do 
Love. Your Alpha Chi Staler* 
AXO • AXO LH Nlkkl O. AXO • AXO 
Wait W Sunday then you'll see. 
What an awesome pair we will be' 
I've been so excited all week long 
Together is where we belong" 
Love. Your Big r> 
AXO * AXO ' Lil' Nlkkl Bishop * AXO ' AXO 
How's it going Lil' Nrkki 
I know trtis week has Xieen very tricky. 
But when Sunday comes around 
You will see the true friends you've found 
Love Your Big 
A «fc <L 
PI BETA PHI YACHTING ASSOCIATION 
PRESENTS: 
FALL CRUISE 1991 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5.   SANDUSKY, OHIO 
AXO * AXO " AXO ' AXO 
Lil Heather. 
I've been giving you hints 
ai week long 
And so far your guesses 
are absolutely wrong 
So now that I'm done 
Putting you through the test. 
I want you to Know ■
You're simply the best' 
Love, Your Big 
AXO • AXO ■ AXQ • AXQ 
AXOAXOAXOAXOAXO 
Hey Lime Knstl Martin 
My hair is blonde 
My eyes are blue 
I'm psyched for Sunday. 
What about you?' 
Love, Your Big 77 
AXOLIL'KRISTIAXO 
AXO AXO KELLY MURPHYAXO AXO 
Sunday you will fiNd me and you will see that 
the greatest big.W team we will be 
Love, your Big 7? 
AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO AXO 
AXO AXO LH Beth AXO AXO 
The time is near 
For you to see 
What an awesome pair 
That we w* bet 
Get PSYCHED for Sunday' 
I LOVE my little' 
LOVE, BK3 777 
AXO Brenda Richards AXO 
Get psyched for Sunday' I'm so excited to have 
you as my little' Have a great weekend' 
Love. Big 77? 
AXO HOLLY STANAFOPD AXO 
UT Hofy- 
The week is coming to an end. 
And soon you'l find out your forever friend 
The best big-n-H pair we wil be 
Just wait W Sunday and you win see 
We will laugh and we will cry 
We will share and we will care 
And always remember. I wH 
Forever be there" 
I tow my Ul'Holy1 
Love your Big 
AXO LIL CASIE RADCLIFFE AXO 
SOON YOU WILL SEE 
WHAT AN AWESOME PAIR WE WILL BE 
BIG AND LITTLE. YOU AND ME' I' 
GET PSYCHED FOR SUNDAY' 
LOVE. YOUR BIG 7^7 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA AXO ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
AXO Lil' Jo Lyn Faup AXO 
I don't think I can wait to tel you who I am' Gel 
psyched" 
I love my httie" 
AXO LH' Jo Lyn Faup AXO 
WANTED 
2 male roommates needed for Spring Semes- 
ter. Cool place, close to campus. Call Derrick 
or Eric at 354-B474 lor more details. 
Female non-smoking roommate needed Rent 
$160 00 Al utilities included Carl 352-1258 
ASAP 
Female rxw-smolung roommate to share 3-be- 
droom house Own room S106 per month A u- 
nkties Cal Wand*or Amy 352 6625 
Female roommate wanted  Close lo campus 
$175rmo pluselectnc Call 352 1163 
Female, nonsmoking roommate needed to sub- 
lease spring semester Can Kim 352-5525 
TEMPORARY HOME FOR CAT until May '92 
A local BG Student/resident, owner will as- 
sume financial responsibility for food, litter, etc 
Please help me'363-5288  
HELP WANTED 
S10-S400 Up   WEEKLY.   Mailing Brochures' 
Set Own Hours' RUSH Serf Addressed Enve- 
lope 
Income. 
1880 Lakeside. Suite 301 CDE. 
Riviera. AZ 86442 
ATTENTION' READERS NEEDED' $35,000 
year income potential' Reading books and TV 
scripts Can 1-601 -386-8242 Ext R2593. 24 
hours  
Cash Problems? 
Earn b*g money now' Direct mail reps neede d 
immediately' NO special skills required A greet 
opportunity' For tree details send a long 
SASE to: American Merchandising Co., 
3766 Fishcreek Rd  Suite 302-D. Akron. OH 
44224 5408  
EARN   S2000   PLUS   FREE   SPRING   BREAK 
TRIPSI 
North America's number 1 Student Tour Opera- 
tor Seeking motivated students, organizations. 
fraternities and sororities or campus represent- 
atives Promoting Cancun. Bahammas. and 
Daytona'Call 1-800-724-1555  
Earn $2500 A Free Trips Setting Spring Break 
Packages to Bahamas. Mexico. Jamaica. Ftor- 
x3e' Best Trips A Prices' Spring Break Travel 
1 8006386786  
Easy work" Excellent pay' Taking Snap-shots 
Send a S A S.E to P Grunden. 6621 Steams 
Rd Btoomdate.QH44817  
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS 
to students or student organizations 
promoting our Spring Break Packages 
Good pay A fun Call CM11-800-423-5284 
Part A lull time sales positions open Salary A 
commissions    Whitehouse  Pools  and Spas. 
Maumee   8930351. ask Ipr Rob  
Responsible person needed to care for my 15 
month old child Tues A Thurs morning from 8 
am to 10 am Please caN 3520411. ask for 
Lesley or leave message on machine    
FOR SALE 
'89 Toyota Wagon. 43K mrtea. auto. air. cas- 
sette. $6400 '81 Datsun 76K miles, cassette, 
runs great. $500. '80 Datsun looks and runs 
good. $600 or otter Can 353-4 794 ask tor FU 
or leave message 
10 speed btke $25 Radar detector $20 Call 
353-1002, ask lor Jason 
19" Panasontc color TV • $60 or b/o. Good 
condition Cal or leave message 362-2312 
1987 Ford Mustang LX auto, cruise, eiec 
door locks, sunroof. A more Must sacrifice - 
stake over payments Call 352 6370  
1986 Bronco II XLT Excellent condition 
Loaded Phone 268-2666  
30 family garage sale Sat . Oct 5, 8.30-330. 
I O O F BWg . Wood Co Fairgrounds, spon- 
sored by BG Cooperative Nursery School. 
clothing (ideas for Halloween cuatomee). 
household items, small appliances, microwave, 
oriental rug. furniture, baby Items, toys, baked 
goods and much morel 
Cleveland Plain Dealer now available at Pills 
'n' Packages. 111 RaiHtwd Si   BG 
Dorm fridge Excellent condition $50 00 Csl 
354 8779 Ask lor Jason  
Dorm size refrigerator - $35.00 
Brine Lacrosse stick (brand new) - $40.00 
CaH Gary after 8 30 pm or leave mesaage 
352-6300  
Dorm size fridge-works great $60 00 Portable 
radio/cassette player w'mini SAW TV $66.00 
Many cassette tapes available Call 352-8240 
after 4pm 
For sale King size waterbed with bookcase 
headboard One year old Best offer 
364-2204  
POSTERS: Soviet   German others 
Free catalog Global Art. 
P O Box 20026. Dayton. OH 45420 
Recently painted exterior Large yard enclosed 
with fencing New winng. plumbing and fur- 
nace CaH today to see how you too can be the 
owner of (his 3-4 bedroom home 
1-800-447-1703 and ask tor Fran Wayne- 
Gnffin Realty #171 
Stereo cabinet tor sale - $30 Good condition 
352 5936  
Trek 1200 racing bike, very clean. Iota of 
extras Call Kent 372-6187 
FOR RENT 
Apartments Available 
' 2 bedroom unfurnished 
' 2 bedroom furnished 
Call John Newtove Real Estate 
354-2260orstopby 
319 E Wooster 
[across Irom Taco Bell) 
^o^en^SZZbTno^serlotiSorarBoTtudenT 
Quiet   location     Non-smoker     Call   Tom 
352-3329  
Freshly painted 3 bdrm apt Close to campus 
Cal t -433-4474 collect after 5 pm 
Male sublessor needed for Spring semsesler 
1992 CallPeteat362-7175 
Modern home In country 2 bedroom. 2 bathe. 
elec heal, wash/dry Hook-up dishwasher, 
drapes included Csil after 6.00 p.m. 
1-267 2666  
Needed" One female roommate to sublease for 
Spring semester Across from Fraternity row 
Call Amy at 352-0917. leave name A number 
Needed 1 female lo sublease apartment lor 
Spring Semester Aweseome apartment with 
outside deck and double car garage Call soon 
352-7500 Leave message  
One person apartment lor rent from Dec - May 
31 1992 Good location, affordable Call 
353-9308 tor more Information 
Roommates needed for mobile home close to 
campus Ca* (313) 856-8197 
YOU CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN... TOMORROW 1:30 - PERRY FIELD! 
The BG News Classified Information      Mail-in Form 
DEADLINE: 
RATES: 
Monday prior to publication, noon 
(The BG News «s not responsible tor postal service delays) 
per ad are 75* per line. $2 25 minimum 
60* extra per ad for bold face 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
1" or 2" ads 
1" (8 line maximum)       $6 50 per insertion 
2" (16 Hne maximum)   $12 95 per insertion 
PREPAYMENT^   lS 'Mu"M 'or al non-university related businesses and individuals 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please come to 214 
West Hall immediately it there is an error m your ad   The BG News wil not be responsible for typographical 
errors m classified ads tor more than two consecutivs insertions 
The BG News reserves the nght to release the names ol Individuals who place edvertts«ng in The BG News 
The decision on whether lo release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The 
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement ot advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily 
embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted. 
5:15 by J.A. Holmgren 
r CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
NAME (print) 
ADDRESS    _ 
PHONE  # 
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please PRINT your ad clearly, £X/4C7LVhow you wish it to appear. 
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type. 
Wanlad  Lost and Found 
RttMa  For SaH 
For Rant  Personate 
Classification m which you wish your ad to appear:      Campua ft City Events' 
 Halp Wantad 
 Services Offered 
• Flral day. $1 00 aarvlca charoe only •• limit 35 words lor a non-profH avtnt or meeting. Suoaaouant days are charged at regular 
classed rates 
Dates to appear 
Total number of days to appear 
Mali lo: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
Tha BG News 
214 West Hall 
BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(checks payable lo The BO News) 
Phoria: 372-2601 
Hardy Buber -by Tom Hanicak 
|TO H>*   tllVAAy H**Vi FIMPS HV* petM ROOM 
Jim's Journal-  by Jim 
T«>«*vf I *■*!►'* 1*1 
re«iW !**• kee*«»r 
Mr-  rettr-Jo* WA$ 
tletfin*} on +kt 
fleer m« $r*"l 
wkere -tke tvr» 
W*f   .kf*t*»«, ■tkr*v«,k- 
.i.lwt I«M» eMitjIi 
***rvi +° ***** 

Z     FrMlV. OCIMW 4. 1U1 
LOOK AROUNDrHere comes the wind 
forming on), but until then. let'» 
stay cool. Let your music do the 
talking 
SING TO THE MOUNTAINS 
SOMETIMES I DREAM THAT 
HE IS ME 
MOON THAT HE DIDNT 
AND LOTS A OTHER OBTUSE- 
YET-MEANINGFUL FRAGMENTS 
TO LIVE AND TRY IN BG 
11111 
Look out teenbeau  BG's poli- 
tico army tides again! University 
Junior and city council candidate 
Scott Zlance fights the 
system...and wins! Zlance and 
other candidates can now regis- 
ter voters In dorms. STEAM 
(That'sStuden Is To Elect A Mayor 
for those of you who go home 
every weekend) Is still gonna fall 
way short of their goal of 10.000 
registered, but It's a big symbolic 
victory. Don't let the man keep 
you down. 
!!!!! 
STEAM'S victory was covered 
extensively by Toledo TV and as 
a result, NW Ohio was given a 
look at the new and Improved, 
vldeogenlc James A. Tinker, stu- 
dent mayoral candidate. Tinker 
struggled through his TV appear- 
ances last spring, but now seems 
to have his act together when In 
front of the camera. Gone was 
Tinker The Shambling Mid- 
westerner. In his place stood 
Tinker The Eloquent Young Poli- 
tician. Look out. 
fill! 
Controversy surrounds the 
selection of the U.S. Olympic 
Basketball team, which Is now 
made up of the NBA's best. 
Should the pros be allowed to 
play? Are we as a nation that 
desperate for gratification? 
(Wasn't that what Desert Storm 
was for?) Did Michael Jordan 
keep Islah Thomas off the team? 
(Gimme a break! If Jordan did, he 
also hand-picked the 
synchronized swimming team 
and designed uniforms for the 
archery team.) Should BUI Lalm- 
beer be allowed to try out for the 
team? (God save me! Partial list of 
NBA centers better than Lai m 
beer i Brad Dougherty. Rony Sel- 
kaly, Robert Parrlsh. Moses Ma- 
lone, Mark West...to say nothing 
of Patrick Ewlng and David Rob- 
inson who actually made the 
team.) Will Charles Barkley be al- 
lowed to go one-on-flve with the 
Bolivian national squad? So 
many questions, so many ques- 
tions. 
Illll 
SCENES FROM THE REC i A 
few stubborn aerobic maniacs 
sticking around to frantically 
sweat to the Ramones' "I Wanna 
Be Sedated." As If I needed an- 
other reason to be glad I didn't go 
to Toledo. 
11! I! 
I'm klnda upset at the news of 
fisticuffs between Black Minds of 
Music and Yesterday's Jester at 
Good Tymes during a STEAM ral- 
ly last week. C'mon guys, when 
the scene gets big enough, we can 
start fighting for bragging rights 
(as well as the basic right a per- 
former has to the stage he's per- 
■ till 
NEW ALBUMS i Public Enemy. 
Prince, Smithereens, John Cougar 
Mellencamp, Pixies, A Tribe 
Called Quest. U2. 
We have two ears. We have ten 
toes. There's no Justice. 
Illll 
By the time the flames died 
down, the moon was clear In the 
night sky. The wind screamed In 
his ears and he felt taller. The 
night was cold and his fingers 
were getting numb but his mind 
felt red. chasing away Jack Frost 
with a red-hot cinnamon roll. 
Freedom was In the air, and guilt 
had died a perfectly horrible 
death. Maybe this week he'd 
pray some more. 
Illll 
Frank Esposllo, a senior Eng- 
lish major from Warren, Ohio. Is 
editor o/The Insider He attrib- 
utes this sheet-metal tambourine 
of a column to the hunk o'burnln' 
DIBentdetto s spaghetti sauce 
which has taken up residence In 
his bloated belly. Praise the Lord 
and pass the Alka-Seltzer. 
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At school I'm cool throughout 
the week/When the weekend 
comes I'm down with the 
greeks/Frat brothers known 
across the seven seas/By ladles 
of the eighties sororities. 
Public Enemy. "Raise the Roof 
PE acknowledged the Impor- 
tance of the black greek system 
back In 1987 The Insider gets 
you caught up for 1991 with our 
cover feature. Daron McDonald, 
Andrea Tanner and Amy Apple- 
baum elevate your minds on 
pages 6 and 7. You gotta under- 
stand. 
The American Gladiators are 
coming to Toledo, and Dave Ring 
takes you to the knock-down, 
drag-out try-outs on page 3. Brad 
Craddock and Mel Hatch take you 
to the theater on page 7, with a 
review of "The Glass Menagerie," 
and Karen Koster goes to the 
movies with the student produc- 
tion of "Kissing Judas" on page 8. 
Wendy King previews today's 
Sha Sha Hlgby performance on 
page 6. 
Get In step, homeboy. 
The Editors. 
OS THE COVER. Kappa Alpha 
Psl members Maurice Tale. Eddie 
Lebron, Tom Hall, and Darrell 
Newsom practice a step routine. 
Photos by Jeff Radcliffe. 
TIM INSIDER n   a 
National pastime? 
Hundreds do battle for shot at 'American Gladiators' 
by David T. Ring 
contributing writer 
lntld»r/Jorin Potter 
COIN' UP: A sample of the slmmbang action at the American Gladiators 
tryouts In   Toledo last Thursday- 
Dots watching Blackney's Fab 
Falcons not quite satisfy your 
thirst for violence? Do you long 
for the days of yore when ha- 
pless victims were thrown In 
front of screaming mobs for pub- 
lic dismemberment? 
If you answered "yes" to either 
of the above questions, the Amer- 
ican Gladiators Live Tour 1991 Is 
for you. 
Last Thursday at UT's Savage 
Hall, hundreds of would-be gla- 
diators vied for the coveted title 
of "Contestant" at the Gladiators' 
Toledo appearance at Savage Hall 
on October 31. 
"(American Gladiators) Is a 
takeoff on the gladiators of olden 
days when they Jousted and 
played physical games." said Ja- 
mie Belkln of Bel kin Productions, 
the Cleveland-based firm respon- 
sible for bringing the Gladiators 
to the Glass City. 
American Gladiators Is a popu- 
lar syndicated TV show In which 
five male and five female "Gla- 
diators" play physical games and 
compete against contestants from 
all over the country. This Is their 
first live tour. 
The Gladiator wanna-be's 
competed In four different tests 
of speed, strength, and agility In- 
cluding a forty-yard dash, a push- 
up contest, and an approxima- 
tion of the Gladiator game 
Powerball. The game basically 
entails placing a multicolored 
soccer ball Into a basket while the 
Gladiators push, shove, strangle, 
and malm the contestants In or- 
der to preven* this from happen- 
ing. 
What would make these people 
do this to themselves? Were they 
feral children raised by barbar- 
ians? Were they forced to watch 
the Zamflr/Victor Borge "Jam- 
mln' for Gcrltol" concert series? 
"Once you're an athlete, you'll 
always be an athlete," Tracy 
Spencer of Columbus said. Spen- 
cer developed his love of all 
sports while a student at Flndlay 
College. 
"If It's not this It's playing two- 
hand-tap football or Softball or 
something," Spencer added 
^ 
1616EWO0STER 
C^l^O^hA^-" 354-7499 
PITCHERS • G AMEROOM -MUNCHIES 
WED THRU FRI OCT 7-4 
YESTERDAYS JESTER 
SAT - OCT. S 
HOT ROCKET 
GREAT CLASSIC ROCK BANDS 
f 18 jk UPWEUCGMB} 
MON-SAT 6PM-2:30AM  HAPPY HOUR 6PM-9PM 
ACROSS FROM BGSU STADIUM 
NEON BEER SIGNS 
• LIT SIGNS, MIRRORS, ETC. • 
SOUTHWYCK   MALL 
ANTIQUE    SALE 
OCTOBER 3RD - 6TH 
* LOCATED NEAR CONEY ISLAND IN SOUTHWYCK * 
"You've got to stay In shape or 
you'll lose It." 
Dan Tomaszewskt of Toledo 
wanted the chance to face his 
favorite Gladiator. Nltro. In hand- 
to-hand combat. 
"I'm basically Into it for the fun 
and challenge." Tomaszewskl 
said. "I've never done anything 
like this before." 
Besides the Be-All-You-Can-Be- 
Just-Do-It-No-Paln-No-Galn as- 
pect of the competition, there are 
other rewards Involved In being 
selected as a contestant for the 
American Gladiators Live Tour 
1991. Although the tour Itself 
will not be televised from each 
location, according to Belkln, the 
winners from each city will be el- 
igible to be In the national cham- 
pionships which will be televised 
across the country. 
American Gladiators Live Tour 
1991 will be at Savage Hall on 
Thursday. October 31. The show 
begins at 7:30 p.m.. and tickets 
can be reserved by calling 
537-4231   Tickets are S 16.50, 
SI3 50. and S 10 
NOW OP€N 
Sound 
& 
Music 
Guitors, flmps. 
PR systems 
soles & rentals 
354-5055 
131 W LUooster 
THE PHEASANT ROOM 
offers a 
SUNDAY BUFFET 
All you can eat only $5.95 
located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 card accepted 
<^^*~ 
12-2 p.m. 
372-7947 or 372 7949 
CLA-ZEL THEATRE1 
DOWl.ING CUMIN • W | V.\ 
One breath 
of oxygen 
and it explodes  
in a deadl: Iy rage. 
NIGHTLY AT: 7:00 ft V 30 
SAT. ft SUN. AT: 2:00. 4 30. 
7:00. ft 9 30 
KUKT RUSSELL 
WILLIAM BALDWIN 
SCOTT GI.FNN 
BACKDRAFT^ 
WUT MSMrt "FANTASIA- OWNS OCT. II 
4    Friday. OcMtr 4. 1891 TMMMMR 
SHA SHA: Artist shines at fest 
by Wendy M. King 
assistant edi'or 
After culturally and visually 
stimulating the minds of 
thousands of MTV viewers with 
her video dip, "Artt'eak." sculp- 
tor and performance artist Sha 
Sha Hlgby will appear at 3:30 
p.m. today In Kobacker Hall of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Higby will be presenting her 
latest work. "The Pineapple Sun- 
set," accompanied by the the 
University Kasuma Sari Gamelan 
Ensemble. Her performances 
blend sculpture and dance, with 
costumes made of silk, wood, 
leather, paper and gold leaf. 
Hlgby said the costumes and 
performances originate from 
deep within her. 
"They come from my own In- 
ner spiritual desires," she said. 
Hlgby added that the perform- 
ance today will be Improvisa- 
tions!, but that all her dances 
represent life. 
"(The performances) represent 
all the elements of the cycles of 
life, like death and rebirth." Hl- 
gby said. "They can be 
humorous, or deeply meditative, 
or gentle, or passionate." 
According to Jacqueline 
Nathan, gallery director of the 
school of art, Hlgby spends ap- 
proximately a year working on 
■ Sec Hlgby. page 8 
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Take Off to a l^niS/ Campus Film 
This Weekend! 
I jomrlhinafunnqisbrfurmnal tlsinorrfastlf... 
Friday 
& 
Saturday 
8:00 and 10 pm. 
210 MSC 
$1.50 each 
The all-time 
classic 
 and at midnight 
nmn 
YOUNG'S NEWSSTAND 
BIG SALE       BIG SALE       BIG SALE 
Sat. Oct., 5   7:00pm - 10:00pm 
Sale Sale Sale!!!       SAVE BIG 
Save Up To 30% it 40% ft 50% and Yes Even 
70% Off Retail Price of Comics even back issues 
FREE: POP, PIZZA AND MORE 
FREE: MOVIES and popcorn 
SPECIAL SEMINAR "How To Collect Comics" 
(seminar starts at 7:00pm) 
CLUB MEMBERS WILL RECEIVE FREE-1 COPY OF 
X-MEN (A) (B) (C) or (D) 
(while supplies last) 
fell 353-2176 For Details 
You can be a club member today, ask Mr. Young for details. 
Bring This Ad In The Day Of The Sale And Receive A Free Gift 
Dr. Dave explores 
the alternatives 
by Dav* latklnd 
incredible College ol Musical Knowledge 
If only Casey Kasem were here 
now, what would this column be 
like... 
A listener writes, "Dear Casey. 
I am a faithful reader of'Dr. 
Dave's Incredible College of Mu- 
sical Knowledge' and I find my- 
self anxiously counting the days 
unUl the next Issue of The Insider 
arrives. Saturdays are the worst, 
because I know I'll have to wait 
six whole days for the next 'Dr. 
Dave' column. Oh, Casey, I can't 
express how 1 feel about Dr. Dave 
In this letter, but could you please 
play 'Need Vou Tonight' by INXS. 
Thanks, Casey." 
Back to reality, class. Though 
we received frlghtenlngly few 
replies this week, our winner Is 
Mellnda Gelthmann. Way to go, 
Hellnda. The correct answers to 
last week's "CD" qulx were: 
1 .Huey Lewis & the News 
2.Sammy Hagar 3.Chris DeBurgh 
4 John Cougar Hellencamp S.The 
Kinks 6.Can Dream 7 Calhy Den- 
nis 8 Celine Dion 9.Lisa Stans- 
fleldlO.CandyDuIfer. 
To enter this week's splendid 
quiz. Just send your name ad- 
dress, phone no., answers, and 
favorite game show to "Dr. 
Daves Quiz." c/o 214 West Hall 
or drop It In the wooden box In 
210 West Hall before 8 a.m., 
Wed, Oct. 9. 1991. 
This Is one of the ones I've 
been meaning to do for quite a 
while, but I Just never got around 
to It (Sorry. Poppy)- And, If I get m 
Dr. DAVE'S 
MUSIC QUIZ 
good enough response, there may 
be some more of these In the fu- 
ture. This week. Dr. Dave looks al 
some of the biggest hits from 
alternative groups. 
Freshman level-One point 
each. 
1 .What band first cracked the 
Top 40 with "The One I Love"? 
2. What band hit Number One 
In 1987 with "With Or Without 
You'7 
Sophomore level-Two points 
each. 
3. What band's first Top 10 hit 
was 1989s  Enjoy the Silence"? 
4.What band's first Top 40 hit 
was 1987 s "Just Like Heaven"? 
Junior level-Three points each. 
5 What band hit the Top Five 
this year with "Right Here. Right 
Now"? 
6. What was Love & Rockets' 
only Top 40 hit? 
Senior level-Four points each. 
7.What man hit the Top 20 for 
the first time in 1989 with "Ver- 
onica"? 
8. What British group hit the 
Top 20 In 1988 with "Chains of 
Love"? 
Graduate level-Five points 
each. 
9. What British band's only Top 
■ See Dr.Dsve. page 8. 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
RIZZO Friday & Saturday Oct. 4 - 5 
18-20 Welcome 
$2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$1.00 cover after 9:00 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat.:    Noo« 'til 2:30 a.m. 
Sudsy:    2:00 p.s*. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
.-^Mtri-Ptteben EvjrQ!j2tlX&.- 
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ROCK GOSSIP FROM 
THE BLACK SWAMP 
Intktof/Jcll Roddiffe 
(I to r) Marcia Mason, Jonas Nlssen and Monica Anderson In 'The Class 
Menagerie.' 
Many cracks 
warp 'Glass 
Menagerie' 
by    trad   Craddock   and   Mel 
Hatch 
theater critics 
The University's production of 
Tennessee Williams' The Glass 
Menagerie lets us enter poet Tom 
Wtngfleld's manic existence. The 
play, the tale of a family's strug- 
gle to be free of the ties that bind, 
leaves us waiting for a "gentle- 
man caller" who, unfortunately 
for the production, comes too late 
to save the show. 
At first glance, the set, de- 
signed by Rob Groff, gives a 
fragmented feeling, which un- 
derscores the Idea of the memory 
play. However, the portrait 
above the actors suggested a 
Post-Modern. Instead of pre-W- 
W11, St. Louis. The glass collec- 
tion was given a location where It 
was hardly noticed. Steve 
Boonc's lighting design and Steve 
Crone's sound design were effec- 
tive In the last scene where mood 
was finally established. 
Marcia Mason's Amanda, the 
domineering mother, was filled 
I'LL BE TOUR CALENDAR ! 
GOOD TYMES: Vambo Marble 
Eye rocks your socks w/Llquid 
Alice tonight. Yesterday's Jester 
are there tomorrow. ..FRANKIE'S: 
Harambe tonight, The Difference 
tomorrow...EASY STREET: Ipso 
Factor bring their reggae/rock 
grooves tonight, The Ark Band 
keeps ya Jahmln tomorrow. 
GIMME SOME: Mind Funk, a 
funkpunk posse signed to Epic, 
will appear at the Mldtown Music 
Cafe, 217 N. Superior, Toledo, on 
Thursday, Oct. 10. Opening for 
them will be Head. Matt Dona- 
hue's latest rock vehicle. Recent 
comment overheard about Head i 
"They're really heavy, man." 
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO 
Trip 20? The Relics? Blank 
Schatz? Anyone7 Anyone? 
A-PAUL-IWG i Local 
slnger/songwrlter/ne'er-do-well 
Paul Johnson recently hit the 
Buckeye State for his two-date 
Ohio tour, playing soul- 
searching, Budwelser-grabblng 
sets In both BG and Toledo. John- 
son's fabled past with Sheepish 
Grin Is not forgotten, however, as 
SG's "I Like My Bike," a local 
classic from 19B8, can still be 
heard on WBGU-FM. After spill- 
ing his tales of heartbreak, de- 
spair, and good, clean fun to 
those two lucky audiences, John- 
son returned to Chicago . Greg McFarlane of Ipso Faclo 
THEATER Zab, the Anal-Retarrtive Hippie 
by Tim Funk and Curtis MeCrary 
with energy and vocal variety, 
albeit sluggish at times. Mason's 
presence Is commanding so that 
one's focus Is drawn to her. Mon- 
ica Anderson, on the other hand, 
was appropriately unobtrusive 
as the crippled daughter, Laura. 
Her performance was compli- 
mented by the gentleman caller 
(Kevin Shaw) who adds color to 
the show's bleak pace. It was a 
shame that we had to wade 
through an hour and a half to ap- 
preciate the final scene. Jonas 
Nlssen's Tom. the suffering artist 
and narrator, was unreallstlcally 
plastic. He never created a 3-di- 
mensional character with whom 
we could sympathize. 
The play was directed by Allen 
Kepke Kepke's concept clashed 
with the wills of the actors. Many 
■See Glass, page »■ 
JjyM-fcTtrrtVrTl/'rTIE 
' V V t-^7 
H*y    wko f**t" 
SMASH THE 
STATS.! 
PLEBES by LI Norton 
r e c i d i v i 
D 
Come to see the first feature film produced 
in Bowling Green 
Now Showing at the 
Lillian Gish Theater 
for a limited time 
Free admission 
Now Showing: 
presents 
KISSING JUDAS, 
 a love story about hate  
Live  MOST   reofLC,   Vou s7t«P A   LOT Of   TIMf   JviT flTTlrtC   0* 1XAHHHC  At-OUNP fioluL 
NoTHiNt'.   IU«T TrtirfK of w-v. THC uFe-ALrewi.  «Lf-/MfA<vsAie/JT evcccijrs   You 
COUlp   Pe*-FOf-/V\   IF- fOO   U10UlJ>   ONC1   HAHrvfW AMO    EXPUMT   E»r*.7      CITTUe    MIMfsT.1 
|ujrt\ue «IJ   not-» \ wmue UJMT/FJC AT WHILE  P.I0IUC   THf tuS 
W>»»LS    F-ASOWAT/MCfKAr*, 
WHtL«     JTAMHrJ'i    IrJ 
TVMs   CLEVATO*. 
RCrVB    f«Or*t.e   MA&AlMl 
VNHILC    WAVT/rJC   At TH<| 
1 OOSf UJAl* 
loo* OUT TH« u/inie*i-THr*4s 
A   LOT of   frvFf   CoirJC   on 
OUT   TUea^f 
IP> 
UUIK   WAIT'MC   r*t>«   Trtt 
M«M"I*»«   TT>    HC*T   yoxJU.' 
£"* 
4 
too* AT THC  FLOUlt o«- uiAU. 
rw*« -rv+t POTTO* po*- TMe 
<|J»L*."   LICH-T   A« A^AA'T 
T'*\SS   hi    YOV1    CAH 
Hi 
iTAwo  cL«jr#Y  A*e 
'rr«FAjy  TO   e*T.' 
The WORLD is in YOUR hands! 
After a brisk morning jog, enjoy a copy of The BG News 
■   Friday, delator «. 1M1 Tha 
NEW 
BLACK       GREEKS      BUIL 
by Daren McDonald 
contributing writer 
When most people think of 
black greeks on campus they 
think of fraternities and sorori- 
ties stepping at parties, Alphas 
yelling "06." Slgmas yelling 
"G.O.H.A.B," Deltas screaming 
"OO-OOP." Kappas twirling 
canes, and Sigma Gamma Rhos 
talking about Yip-Yip. 
Each of these characteristics 
correspond with the three active 
FRATS: Brothers in arms 
By Damn McDonald 
The University's African- 
American men have long found 
an outlet for brotherhood In 
fraternities. 
The first black greek letter or- 
ganization. Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Inc., was founded 
December 4. 1906 at Cornell 
University In Ithaca, New York 
by seven black men who felt tne 
need for a strong organization to 
keep black males together. 
Alpha Phi Alpha was also the 
first black greek letter organiza- 
tion here at the University, 
founded as the Epsllon Theta 
Chapter on May 15, 1959. Scott 
Coleman currently serves as Al- 
pha Phi Alpha president. 
"The black greek system grew 
out of the pressures of segrega- 
tion, discrimination, mistreat- 
ment, prejudice, caste and ne- 
glect of consideration toward 
blacks that were so prevalent at 
the turn of the century," Coleman 
said. 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 
Inc. supports the National Urban 
League, the NAACP. and the 
United Negro College Fund on 
both local and national levels. 
The University's chapter has also 
been active with the Humane So- 
ciety, Wood County Hospital, and 
other community events. 
The Nupes of Kappa Alpha Psl 
were founded January 5, 1911, 
at Indiana University and were 
founded at the University as the 
Zeta Nu Chapter on November 
14, 1971. The brothers of Kappa 
Alpha Psl will be celebrating 
their twentieth anniversary this 
semester and plan to have a big 
celebration on the following 
weekend according to Andre 
Gregory, Kappa Alpha Psl presi- 
dent. 
"Kappa Alpha Psl was estab- 
lished because white greeks 
would not allow us In their 
fraternities," Gregory said. "We 
knew that In order for black men 
to succeed on a white college 
campus they need to have a 
sense of belonging." 
In continuing the tradition of 
offering service to the communi- 
ty. Kappa Alpha Psl sponsors a 
food and clothing drive and nu- 
merous car washes with the hope 
of giving out a scholarship. They 
are also working on sponsoring a 
cultural concert this year. 
Gregory believes that their 
purpose is "to unite the black 
students on campus and show 
them that no man walks alone 
and that at one time or another 
fraternities at the University I Al- 
pha Phi Alpha, Phi Beta Sigma, 
and Kappa Alpha Psl, and two ac- 
tive sororities Delta Sigma Theta 
and Sigma Gamma Rho 
These black greek organiza- 
tions were not founded for social 
purposes, they were developed 
by black men and women who 
shared a common goal and who 
believed that by bonding together 
as one they would be better 
equipped to serve the needs of 
education and civil rights In the 
black community. 
Black greeks play a very In- 
strumental role In serving the 
needs of black students at Bowl- 
ing Green. They provide a sup- 
port group that serves as a social 
outlet while striving for Im- 
provements In the retention of 
black students, community ser- 
vice, and unity among the white 
and black students at the Univer- 
sity 
THREE FOR THE SHOW: Black greek presidents Scott Coleman (Alpha Phi Alpha). Andre 
Gregory (Kappa Alpha Psl)   and Willie Garrett (Phi Beta Sigma). 
Insldstr/BnggittChilds 
we will need one another." 
The men of Phi Beta Sigma 
were founded February 9, 1914 
at Howard University and locally 
as Epsllon Phi Chapter on April 
8. 1974. 
The organization ts.worklng on 
several community sVrvlce 
projects which Include their re- 
cent Jazz Fllte Night for charity. 
BLACK GREEK UPDATE: Will they leave IFC & Panhel? 
By  Amy  Applebaum 
Black Greek Council 
President Tonla Simmons Is 
asking the Interfraternlty 
and Panhellenlc Councils to 
support a move allowing 
black greek organizations to 
Join a separate, historically 
black national organization. 
The entire Black Greek 
Council Is working toward 
affiliation with the National 
Pan Hellenic Council, an 
umbrella organization for 
the eight national historical- 
ly black greek chapters, 
Simmons said last Tuesday 
In a presentation to Panhel. 
At last week's IFC meet- 
ing, Zeta Beta Tau President 
Darrln Broadway made a 
motion to grant Alpha Phi 
Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psl 
and Phi Beta Sigma fraterni- 
ties the option of withdraw- 
ing from IFC In order to 
work toward NPHC recogni- 
tion. 
The motion was tabled 
until the next IFC meeting. 
Simmons said the Black 
Greek Council believes a- 
chlevlng NPHC recognition 
will create better relations, 
Interaction and participa- 
tion between the historical- 
ly black greek chapters and 
other greeks on campus. 
"The way this Is run pow 
Is not working," Simmons 
said. And NPHC, she said. Is 
their proposed solution. 
"If we can help ourselves, 
then we can help every- 
body else," she said. 
Simmons said NPHC will 
help the historically black 
chapters by providing 
nationally based resources 
and advice. 
According to Simmons, 
the support of IFC and Pan- 
hel will make It easier to 
receive a grant of powers 
from the Board of Trustees, 
which they need In order to 
Join a national organization. 
The Slgmas Intend to have 
several Fllte Nights, including 
Oldies Night which will feature 
music from the sixties, seventies 
and eighties, a Reggae Style 
Night, and others. 
Other Phi Beta Sigma services 
Include the Meals on Wheels 
project, and a Thanksgiving day 
service that they will work on In 
collaboration with Lambda Chi 
Alpha fraternity. 
Phi Beta Slgma's theme for this 
year Is "Phi Beta Sigma i The 
Lighthouse." 
"We would like to bring diver- 
sity to this campus and be a guide 
for those who need us." Phi Beta 
Sigma president Willie Garrett 
said. "We are Epsllon Phi Chap- 
ter, yet we belong to the students 
and community here on campus 
and city-wide." 
In carrying out the "Lighth- 
ouse" Idea, Phi Beta Sigma also 
extends that theme to the tal- 
ented women of the University. 
The Ms. Bronze Pageant, Is not a 
beauty contest, rather a contest 
which centers on the cognitive 
abilities and talent expression of 
women of color at the University, 
according to Brian Steward, 
member of Phi Beta Sigma. This 
year's Ms. Bronze will be their 
nineteenth. 
Collectively, the three black 
greek fraternities have contribut- 
ed to the social and business as- 
pects of the University. They 
have continued to be positive 
role models on campus and have 
also displayed more unity than 
many other black greeks on other 
college campuses. 
InaMar/Jefl Rodcliffe 
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GENERATION 
D FOR      THE FUTURE 
SORORITIES: Ladles of the 90s 
By Duron McDonald 
Black sororities have a rich 
tradition al the University These 
women play a active role In the 
community and sponsor many 
cultural events to promote unity 
among black students on campus. 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 
Inc. was founded by 22 black col- 
lege women on January 13, 1913 
at Howard University In Wash- 
ington. D.C. and were founded as 
the Epsllon Omlcron Chapter on 
March 20, 1965 at the University 
by ten college women and three 
advisors and are currently resid- 
ing In their third house at 129 
South Prospect. 
THE WOMEN OF SIGMA GAMMA RHO: Jeeneen Richardson. Reglna Washington. 
Freda Jones (top). Jenean Atwood. Robin Belcher. Denlse Hayes /middle); Carmen Wil- 
liams (bottom). 
"Black greeks -lu.nlil play a positive role in 
being united with all black greeks ...beeause 
Home people tend to use them 
aH role model-."' 
- Jeeneen Rirhnrdson. Sigma Gamma  I! hi, 
"The purpose and goal of Delta 
Sigma Theta Is to provide Afri- 
can-American women with 
sisterhood, support, and unity 
that Is necessary to succeed." 
Carletta Rlchardsdon, chapter 
president, said. 
Richardson added that the so- 
rority Is a public service organl- 
DON'T BELIEVE THE HYPE: Media misrepresents black greeks 
By Andrea C Tanner 
While African-Americans gen- 
erally receive more attention In 
the media today than they did 40 
years ago. certain subgroups In- 
cluding "black greeks" are dis- 
pleased with their portrayal. 
Pointing to what appears to be 
an emerging trend In contempo- 
rary television and film, some 
African-American greeks say that 
their organizations rarely receive 
the attention of white directors 
and that when they do, the 
portrayal Is Inaccurate. 
"They don't know what goes 
on," Klmberly Dove, a member of 
Zeta Phi Beta, an African- 
American sorority, said. Citing a 
recent episode of rrue Colors (a 
Fox network situation comedy 
that chronicles the dally lives of 
an Interracial couple and their 
children) which depicted mem- 
bers of an African-American 
fraternity videotaping a group of 
showering coeds, Dove said the 
portrayal was "totally inaccur- 
ate...like something fromPorlrf 's 
or Animal HOUM." 
Jenean Atwood of Sigma Ga- 
mma Rho. echoed Dove's senti- 
ments. 
"Black greeks are rarely 
portrayed In the media because 
such representation would show 
us to be educated and Interested 
In higher learning." she said. "To 
be In a Greek organization you 
have to be In college and you 
have to have a certain GPA. That 
contradicts the hooker, the pimp, 
the drug dealer, the greasy-faced 
black person that's become the 
norm (In the media)...our Im- 
posed role models." 
African-American greeks also 
contend that on those rare occa- 
sions when they are showcased 
In the media via television shows 
like A Different World and mov- 
ies like School Daze, one major 
characteristic of African- 
American greek life - philanthro- 
py - Is always left out. 
"The media shows us having 
stepshows, dancing and haz- 
ing...(but) we don't have tone to 
do all the negative things the 
media says we do." said Willie 
Garrett of Phi Beta Sigma. 
According to Garrett, Phi Beta 
Sigma participated In the Special 
Olympics, volunteered at the 
Wood County Humane Society, 
delivered meals to senior citizens 
through the Meals on Wheels 
program and visited children in 
the pedlatrlc ward of Wood 
County Hospital last year. 
"(These) are some of the things 
that should be highlighted," Gar- 
rett said. 
And while the causes of such 
poor treatment by the media are 
varied, most African-American 
greeks agree that the existence of 
negative Images can be attributed 
to racism. 
"It's part of white supremacist 
mind control," Maurice Tate of 
Kappa Alpha Psl said. 
"The portrayal of the black 
fraternities and sororities Is the 
same as the portrayal of Marlon 
Barry. Winnie Mandela, the Na- 
tion of Islam and other prog- 
ressive black entitles In white, 
Jewish-controlled media...white 
society wants to maintain the 
negative Image of black people 
because In reality, white people 
want to be black," Tate said. 
Regardless of the causes 
however, Atwood Is convinced 
that the problem of the negative 
portrayal of African-American 
greeks Is a small part of the larger 
problem of all African-Americans 
In the media and can only be 
combatted In one way. 
"The representation of black 
greeks In the media cannot be 
viewed as a separate entity be- 
cause the representation of 
blacks as a whole leaves some- 
thing to be desired," Atwood 
said. 
"We must continue to further 
our education," she said, "So that 
one day (African-Americans) are 
able to control the Institutions 
that are responsible for present- 
ing these Images 
zatlon and therefore participate 
In various philanthropy projects 
such as the Big Brother/Big Sister 
Project In Toledo, the Red Cross 
Blood Mobile, and a portion of 
the money raised In the annual 
Jabberwock Fashion and Talent 
Show Is donated to a charity. 
Butler University In Indianapo- 
lis was the site of the founding of 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc. 
on November 12, 1922. Seven 
school teachers wanted to form a 
sorority that had a high focus on 
education and as well as commu- 
nity service and activities, 
Jeeneen Richardson, president of 
the Bowling Green chapter of 
Sigma Gamma Rho, said. 
"Black greeks should play a 
positive role In being united with 
all black greeks and having 
leadership and projecting a posi- 
tive atttitude because some peo- 
ple tend to use them as role 
models,"Jeeneen Richardson 
said. 
Sigma Gamma Rho will be es- 
tablishing Rhomanla, which Is 
celebrated every year to ac- 
knowledge their founders. In the 
last week of October and are cur- 
rently Involved In the Adopt-a- 
Grandparent community service 
project. 
FRAT FEVER: Spike Lee In School 
Date.' a turn which some feel 
misrepresented the black greek 
system. 
■   Frwiy. OcUUr 4. mi TM 
Students strut cinematic stuff 
by Karen Hosier 
contributing writer 
What happens when three 
University students get together 
to work on an Independent study 
for a film class and wind up 
working a few hundred more 
hours than planned on the 
project? 
A full-length, feature movie 
compiled by an all-student cast 
and crew, that's what. 
Kissing Judas, Is the title of this 
quest, put together by senior 
T-com majors Vlllamor Cruz and 
Jason Gassman and University 
graduate Brian Dzyak. 
Cruz directed the film. Gass- 
man, served as executive pro- 
ducer, wrote the screenplay and 
appeared In the movie. Dzyak 
served as executive producer and 
director of photography. 
The story, set In a college town, 
Is about four college men who 
rent a house. One of the room- 
mates goes through a psychologi- 
cal trauma and starts acting 
strangely. 
"The theme Is a love story 
about hate," Cruz said. "It's a 
movie about trust and mistrust." 
The trio began the project last 
spring when they met In a film 
class and decided they were tired 
of doing short films. They started 
as an Independent study project 
for a film class, but the project 
soon blossomed Into a major 
production. 
"It was a lot of hard work, but 
It was fun." said Cruz. "At first 
we were all gung-ho but there 
were peaks and valleys and we 
had to regain Interest...I'm very 
WRITE 
NOW! 
The Insider and 
Prairie Margins 
are accepting 
submissions of poetry, 
fiction and non-fiction 
for their next editions. 
SHOW 'EM 
WHATCHA GOT! 
The Insider      Prairie Margins 
(Please keep fiction 
to 2-3 pages) 
210 West Hall 
DEADLINE 
OCTOBER 14 
202c University 
Hall 
DEADLINE 
OCTOBER 15 
proud." 
Senior Scott Juergens, who 
played Andy In the film, was Im- 
pressed with the film's profes- 
sional atmosphere. 
"It was professional In a good 
sense and also laid back," he 
said. "I went In without a lot of 
experience, but they explained 
everything." 
Others contributing to the film 
were Velio Vannak, location and 
sound design, Autumn Lovejoy, 
assistant director, and Joe Gass- 
man, who wrote the original mu- 
sical score and has had some of 
his soundtracks featured on the 
Fox network television show 
Beverly Hills 90210. 
The film will be shown for free 
tonight at 8 p.m. at Glsh Theater. 
pAtfONFEVR! | 
Fact! Ipso 
Facto plays 
Easy Street 
Minneapolis. Home of 
such legends as Prince and 
the Replacements. It's also 
home to Ipso Facto, a reg- 
gae/rock outfit who earned 
the title of "world's greatest 
amateur rock band" by 
beating out 22,000 bands 
from around the world at 
Tokyo's Band Explosion 
89 That victory led to an 
Epic Records contract. 
They'll bring their 
"Jamerlcan" style, a mix of 
reggae, rock, and rSb, to 
Easy Street Cafe tonight. See 
the new pride of Minneapo- 
lis. 
WATERWORKS 
Oct. 4, 5 
COVERS OF: 
U2 
Smithereens 
REM 
The Core 
The Church 
The Cult 
The Clash 
Jesus Jones 
Red Hot Chili Peppers 
Lou Reed 
And Much Moral 
llllllllllliiiiilll 
■ From Dr.Dave, page 6. 
40 hit was 1987s "Heartbreak 
Beat"? 
10.What woman's only Top 40 
hit was "Running Up That Hill" In 
1985? 
As usual, this week's winner 
will receive the gratification of 
seeing their name In The BG 
News, as well as an OFFICIAL Dr. 
Dave diploma and a FREE promo- 
tional cassette from the friendly 
folks at Finders Records and 
Tapes, located at 128 N. Main. 
Why haven't YOU won yet? 
■ From Hlf by, page 4 
each costume, and spends an 
equal amount of time performing 
In each. 
After seeing some of Hlgby's 
videos. Nathan said the perform- 
ances are unique and exciting. 
"Her performances are very 
beautiful and thought- 
provoking," Nathan said. "They 
leave you with a real sense of 
wonder." 
Three of Hlgby's past sculp- 
tures are on display until October 
24 In the Kennedy Green Room 
In the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Hlgby's performance Is part of 
the 12th annual New Music and 
Arts Festival at the University, 
which spotlights the exotic and 
avant garde In the arts. 
■ From Glass, page 5 
scenes found their movements 
stilted and unmotlvated. The 
pace was slow until the end, 
where Kepke's direction worked 
to balance the production's 
shortcomings. 
We felt the largest flaw In the 
production was that the charac- 
ters rarely related to each other 
and their environment. The 
actors seemed to be talking more 
to themselves than one another. 
On our grading scale, we give 
The Glass Menagerie a C-. 
The show runs Oct. 3-5. 10-12 
at Bp.m. A Oct 6 at 2p.m. In the 
Eva Marie Salnl Theatre: tickets 
available at box office. See you at 
the Theater! 
&   »\ 
J'JJ 
< IMMAKk   I HI A IMS 
12th  Annual   New  Music  &  Art  Festival 
tmtmtmm 
SHA SHA HK3BY - October 4 at 330pm, Kobacket Had 
ANTHONY BRAXTON- — October 4 at 9pm, Kobacker Hall 
LOU HARRISON'S A Round lorJaFran Jonas' — October 5 at 4pm, Kobackar Had 
AEQUALIS — October 5 at 8pm, Kobacker Hall 
BOWLING GREEN PHILHARMONIA — October 6 at 3pm, Kobacker Hall 
Jom us tor tour days of concern. stfubiBons, part* discussions and saromrs hightghong r* work! of guasl oompossrs and 
artists from around tno •rortdl KobacWr Hal is locslad in ths Mooro Conor al Bowling Orson Sam Unvoraiiyt Collogo of 
Mutton Am. For furrier information, col 419/372 ?68S 'World Prerrsoro 
Mas. 4 It mi 
CorroOa m"bmllwtltaa*--lm1em, 
Monday ttvu Friday show* start at 5 p m 
Saturday and Sunday ful scnoduta 
UN MS. MM*.'SI.Hi Pa* 
FtSHea KING *.    1:05,3:50.7:00,1:40 
Room wasHilAtoff Bndgeo 
inil  mm,iiins. 
r.a ScoHasalTaMdn 
Twwaim.r.si.m.mris 
Jot Psion 
FfWOY'S OEAO TrK FHUJ. WOtfraUJaE * 
1:11.1* S*S, 7:10. MS Rotort EngUW 
IM FrMav. octibar 4.1M1   ■ 
T¥ LISTINGS: 
October 7. Ml- 
October 13,1991 
DAYTIME MORNING   OCTOBER 7, 1991 - OCTOBER 13, 1991 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
O Nightwatch News This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael Design. W. Family Feud Price 
o Sign-Ofl Cont'd CBC News Any Grows Wok With Yan Mr. Dressup Sesame St 
ID Home Shopping Spree CBS News Newsg This Morning Jenny Jones Design  W Family Feud Price 
IB Ag-Day NBC News Todayg Donahueg Sally Jessy Raphael One on One 
GD Sign Oft Cont'd ABC News Good Morning America g Uve - Regis & Kathie Lee Geraldo Home 
O Sign-Off Cont'd Homestretch Business Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
CB Sign-Oil Cont'd Homestretch Station Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
Movie Cont'd Melodies Gl  Joe Tiny Toon Buflwinkle Chip-Dale OuckTaiesg Robert Tilton Highway to Heaven g 700 Club 
SQ H'mooner News Casper Muppels Video Power G.I. Joe OuckTaiesg Peter Pan Bewitched New Beaver Happy Days Laverne 3 s Co. 
am Varied Getting Fit In Motion Up Close SportsCtr SportsCtr. SportsCtr SportsCtr. Training Bodyshape SportsCtr. SportsCtr Getting Fit 
TMC Movie Cont'd Movie Movie Movie 
DAYTIME AFTERN OON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o Price HUM Young and th e Restless Bold. Bea As the Work) Turns Guiding Light Geraldo Donahue 
o Sesame St Midday Country Practice Coronation High Road Upstairs. Downstairs Never Twain Danger Bay Video Hits Talkabout 
IB Price News g Young and th e Restless Bold. Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winfrey Golden Girls Cosby Show 
IB Cover Nev-s Closer Look Days ot Our Lives g Another World Santa Barbara Gro Pains Head Oss ALF:; Cheers g 
m HomeContd Loving g All My Children One Life to Live General Hospital Chuck Woolery M'A'S'H News 
m Instnxtional Varied Instructional >rogrammmg Varied Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Sanckego Sq   1 IV 
Instructional Instructional Programming Movie Animals Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Sq.lTV 
m 700 Club K  Copeiand Varied Bewitched Jeanne Laverne Peter Pan Bond Jr Tale Spin g Beetleiuice Dark wing Nm|a Turtles Gilligan 
m Webster Jetletsonj g 1 Love Lucy Andy Griffith B Hillbillies Saved-Beil Chipmunks Menace Tale Spin g Beetleiuice Tiny Toon Gro Pams Mead Clss 
ESPN Jake In Motion Bodyshape Varied Programs 
TMC Movie Varied Progri ms iMovie Varied Progra ms 
-wAw 
^fjlmurrliiHiar                        iStif 
TLONG STEM 
RED ROSES 
•25 
A DOZEN 
CASH & CARRY 
353-1045                    428 E. Wooster 
fa   EASYSTREET   £ 
^                             CAFE                              ^ 
1 
104 S . Main St.      \^r^/            353-( 
ipso Facto 
Friday 
ARK 
Saturday 
)988 
Saturday: College Football 
■i <.-,ii„^\^'-■■•'"--'■»"""i"1 «^— |_ 
Worth 
Watching 
The best in 
entertainment 
and information 
ison your public 
station,Channel 
27. Check the 
listings for this 
week's programs. 
WBGU 
TV27 
10   Friday. October 4. mi TMMUOEH 
MONDAY EVENING     OCTOBER 7,1991 
6:60        6:30 7:00         7:.i0 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00   |   10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O Nmn CBS News Can Be Told Shade Major Dad Murphy B Design w Northern Exposure News Taxi Arsenio Hall 
O CBC News Newsmag Mom Pi Grizzlies Nofthwood Night Heal Journal CBC News SCTV Secret Agent 
ID News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Shade Maicr Dad Murphy B Design w Northern Exposure News Sweating Bu lets Shopping 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonigtil Cur   Affair Fresh Prince Blossom 1II Fly Away News Tonight Show 
6D Love Con ABC News M-4'S'H Family Feud MacGyver NFL football Buffalo Bills at Kansas City Chefs                                                |Arsenio Hal 
S Computers Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Columbus and the Age ol Discovery C Everett Koop M D EaslEnders Royalty and Fashion 
GD Reading MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Columbus and the Age ol Discovery Cosmos Served' Mystery' 
03 Boss' Mama Married Night Court Movie   Brighton Beach Memoirs Star Trek Nexl Gener Married Night Court Mama Get Smart 
SD Boss' Family Ties Golden Girls Married Movie   'batteries nol included" News Married M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Sports Up Close SportsCtr Cosell NFL Mon     Ischaap Ta* Olympiad The Marathon Powerboat Racing Powerboats Sport sCenter NFL 
IMC Immed ate Movie    Dead Poels Society Movie   Psycho IV The Beginning          JMovie   Little Niktta                             |MOV*   Dirty Dancing 
TUESDAY EVENING      OCTOBER 8,1991 
6:00   I    6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Rescue 911 Major League Baseball Piayols; Amer League Champ Game 1 News Taxi A...,".-,) Hall 
O CBC News Newsmag On Road 5th estate Market PI.    [Man Alive                         Journal CBC News SCIV Special Squad 
o News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy' Rescue 911 | Major League Baseball Playoffs Amer League Champ Game 1 News Exile Shopping 
O) News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur Affair III Fly Away In the Heal ol the Night Law I Order News Tonight Show 
m Love Con ABC News M'A-S-H Family Feud Fu» House     Home imp Roseanne Coach Homelront ArsenioHall                     [Nightline Into Night 
m Computers Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Columbus and the Age ot Discovery Journal         [Politics EaslEnders Myth ol the Maya 
m Reading MacNeJ/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Columbus and the Age ol Discovery C Everett Koop. M.D Served' Vincent Van Gogh 
63 Boss' Mama Mamed Night Court Movie.   Fletch Star Trek Gen Married WgM Com! Mama Get Smart 
CD Boss' Family Ties Golden Girls Movie   The Karate Kid News Married M'A'S-H Hunter 
ESPN Running Up Close SportsCtr Auto Racing Drag Racing; World Nat Is   Auto Racing Drag Racing Keystone Timber SportsCenter Muscle 
TttC Movie   Weekend at Oa Waidori  Conid Movie    The Package Movie   Or Cyclops Movie   976EVIL 
WEDNESDAY EVENING      OCTOBER 9,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Royal Family Maior League Baseball Playoffs NLCS Game One News Taxi Arseno Hall 
O CBC News Newsmag Place Race for Ihe Bomb Nature of Things Journal CBC News SCTV Secret Agent 
CD News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy' Royal Family Major League Baseball Playoffs NLCS Game One News Scene ol the Crime Shopping 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur Affair Unsolved Mysteries Nighl Court Seinleld Quantum Leap News Tonighl Show 
m Love Con ABC News M-A-S-H Family Feud Dinosaurs    [wonder Y DoogieH sot Anything Good & Evil Arseno Hall                    | Nightline Into Nighl 
St Computers Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Columbus and Discovery Nova Journal Body Adorned 
CD Reading MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Columbus and Discovery Nova Served? SMI Small Voice 
CD Boss? Mama Married . Night Court Movie: "Harry and Son" Star Trek Next Gener. Marned Nighl Court Mama Get Smart 
CD Boss? Family Ties GolOen Guls Married . Movie "They Live" News Mamed M-A-S'H Hunter 
ESPN Inside PGA Up Close SportsCtr Baseball LPBT Bowling Hammer Eastern Open     Billiards: U.S. Open            Bodybuilding; Jr. Nationals SportsCtr Vancouver Triathlon 
TMC Movie.  The Sicilian Movie:   Postcards From the Edge                             [Movie   Parenthood Mow: "Penitentiary III 
'irranaanxent 
HMR - SKIN - NAILS 
• Hair Design • Perms •   Hair Coloring & Highlighting • Manicures & Pedicures 
Sculptured & Fiberglass Nails • Makeup Analysis, Demonstrations 8i Application « 
• Facials • Body Massages • Eyebrow. Lip, Leg & Bikini Waxing • 
• Eyelash a Eyebrow Tinting • 
$14.00 in FREE HAIR CARE PRODUCTS 
with this coupon 
Valid lor first time customers. Receive products specifically chosen 
for your hair type at the time of your appointment. 
OPEN ALL YEAR! 
352-4101 
Expire*: October 19, 1991 
181 S. Main St. 
CENTS 
OFF 
352-4143 
352-8042 
434 E woosier 
■33 
HEATH. 
BLIZZARD 
FL*OBTHEAT on «r one art* HAW 
Mon.-Sal.  iO:30am-Mid 
Sun. ii:30am-Mid 
fttfOIWWUM.1 u»* I »«or»D. .«»•(* 
' kM«<AlU.V.'.VMJMJJM«>J,« *UJ4I .     '.. .  ... 
nttn. «. 1111   11 
THURSDAY EVENING      OCTOBER 10,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30    I    9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00   |   12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Top Cops Maior League Basebal Playolfs NLCS Game Two News Taxi Arsemo Hall 
o CBC Hews Newsmag FrontPage Adnenne Clerkson            IcODCO       kids in the Hal                1 Journal CBC News SCTV Special Squad 
o Newt CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy! Top Cops Major League Baseoal Playolls: NLCS Gam* Two News My by Night Shopping 
IB News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur Aflair Cosby Show Dil World Cheers Wings LA Law News Tonight Show 
SD Love Con ABC News M'A-S'H Family Feud Pros icons FBI-Story Detective Pnmetime Live Arsemo Hal NighOme Into Night 
S Computers Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am Art Beat Mysteryi Shape or the Work) Art Beet Firel 
KD Reading MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Sandego Thursday Night Mysteryi Adventures ot Rooei Hood Served' Thursday NigM   
69 Boss? Menu Married Night Court Smpsons Orexel Beverly Hils, 90210 Star Trek Next Gener Married Night Court Mama Get Smart 
© Boss' Famey Ties Golden Girls Married Simpsons Drexefl Beverly Hies. 90210 News Married M-A'S-H Hunler 
ESPN Tn Deeds Up Close SportsCtr SpeedWeek Auto Racing: SCCA Boxing: Mike McCallum vs Nicky Walter Cose* SportsCenier                   [Motorcycles 
TMC Reap the Wild Wind Short Film Movie:  Limit Up" Movie   Puppet Master II"                    |Move   Uncommon Valor"                    |DarkSdMoon 
FRIDAY EVENING      OCTOBER 11,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Princesses Maior League Baseball Playoffs. Amer League Champ Game 3 News Taxi Arsemo Hall 
O CBC News Newsmag. Max Geek Rumpole ol the Bailey       Istreet Legal Journal CBC News Good Rockm  Tonite Iniefogabon 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy' Princesses Major League Baseoal Playofls: Amer. League Champ. Game 3 News Dark Justice Shopping 
IB News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cur. Affair Real Lile Expose Dear John Flesh-Bid Reasonable Doubts News Tonight Show 
8) Love Con ABC News M-A-S'H Family Feud Fanny Step by S Strangers BabyTa* 20/20 Arsemo Hal Nightlme In Concert 
6B Computers Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wan St Doctor Who                                        |European Adam Smith Mystery! 
BD R.Md no MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour McLaughlin Wash  Week WalSt MKhaei Femstem Great Performances Served' Playing to Win 
€B Boss' Mama Married... Night Court America's Mosl Wanted Ultimate Challenge Star Trek Next Gener Married. Nighl Court Mama Get Smart 
LID Boss' Family Ties Golden Girls Marred America's Most Wanted Ultimate Challenge News Marred M-A-S-H Hunter 
ESPN Motowortd Up Close SportsCtr NFL's Greatest Moments Gymnastics: World Championships -- Men s Finals       lAerobics Worlds SportsCtr. Spaed         JHamess 
TMC Movie   Lambada" Move:   Malone                                   |Move "D.O.A." Movie: "Ghosts Can 1 Do It" 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON      OCTOBER 12,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1    1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Future Wakto Riders Game Pro Earth Jrnl Road to the Work) Seres Basebal 91 Maior League Basebal Playota: NLCS Game 3 - Pirates at Braves or Dodgers 
o Sesame Street Homeworks Disability Gardener Fish'n Driver s Seat Peopl-Dog Sports Weekend 
CD Fuluie         | Waldo Riders SloryOrenk Newsmakers Showcase Kingdom Baseball 91 Maior League Basebal Playofls NLCS Game 3 - Pirates at Braves or Dodgers 
IB Sa.edBeil     Saved-Beil School Quiz TBA Notre Dame College Footbal: Pittsburgh al Notre Dame                                                                          |To Be Announced 
€D Bogs Bunny & Tweety College Footbal: Teams to Be Announced Coeege Footbal: Teams to Be Announced 
€S Cooking Cooking Ciao Italia Garden Gourmet Old House Workshop Hometime W"0dwnght SO Model Austin City Limits Lonesome Pine Special 
GD Classic Car Fred Trost MotorWeek Stieamside Old House Garden Woodwiight Homebme Gourmet Collectors Gourmet Alexander Herbal         |sd Model 
ID WWF Wrestling College Footbal: Virginia at Ctemson Telecast Beauty and the Beast Baywatch 
SD Move   Savannah Smiles Star Search                     kifestyles-Rich                 1 Move   Against Al Odds Emergency 
ESPN Outdoors CoeegeGemt day              CoHece Footbal Big Ten Conference Game Scorebrd PGA Golf: Las Vegas Invitational 
TMC CrococMe Abbott-Cos Meet KiHer Boris Kanoff       | Move "Hold That Ghost                      | Abbott and Costeao Meet the Mummy" Abbott S Cos invisible Man                   | Abbott 
The PIZZA/VIDEO STORE 
VIDEO GAME RENTALS & REPAIR 
\ mi ii (. \MI KI M vis (>M ^ wt- 
MNTKNIMJ RKPAIR 
KI l'\lli   M I   MDI () t.WII   S\STI Ms 
~-* «»-.««    LOCATED BEHIND THE 352-8779     STATE LIQUOR STORE, 
AND NEXT TO KROGERS. 
&KW%fW  H***'**, rosters 
Inde Labels^ 
A ../ Imports    /^   H.>..nu I./IMS 
|~        ( onip.ii t l)is« s 
Local MusicVv 
r-   ,  L    J 
i 
'Jideos 
Postcards 
/    Rock & 
Tve Dve Shirts 
>/ $1.00 off X 
w   this AD 
S6 OO or moie. No limit!1 
Expires  10    10   91 
soie special oioei, consignment, oi iradei excluded 
Stickeis 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
e News CBS News Big Chuck WKFIP Major League Basebal Playoffs Amer League Champ Game 4 News Move   Angel Heart' 
o CSC News Work) ol Survival NHL Hockey: Vancouver Canucks at Toronto Maple Leafs CBCNews Movie:  Vagabond" 
0 News CBS News Wh Fortune |cash Exp Maior League Basebal Playoffs Amer League Champ Game 4 News Star Search                     [A> Power 
e News NBC News Entertainment Tonight Golden G>ts Torkelsons Empty Nest [Nurses MM News Saturday Night Live 
0 Cotege Footbal American Gujdeaors Boss? Gro Pens Young Riders Commish ArsenioHal                     |Fn the 13lh Senes 
• CU) Newtons Lawrence We* Show Great PertormmcM Dana A Ceeoreton Lonesome Pine Special Earth          [Ausan City Lmts 
0 European lony Biown Lawrence Wok Show Movie:  Pocketful ot Maaces Monr "1 Want to Live' The Doors Are Open 
0 Grudge Match Emergency     Matsaig Copt Copt Video Best Worst Come Stop Live Slunamatlars Super Force kightrwig 
• Stuntmasters Star Trek Next Gener Cops Copt Video Best Worst News Pistons        IstarTrek American Gladiators 
ESPN PGAGoH      |sportsCtr Scorebrd Cotege Footbal: Teams to Be Announced Footbal Scoreboard         IsporttCenter VoUeytMU 
IMC Abbott and Cos frank Move   Casuaroes of War                                       JMove    Crococke Dundee                                      |MOVW   invaders From Mars'1 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON      OCTOBER 13,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:M 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Homes Face Nation In America NFL Today NFL Footbal: New Orleans Sans at Ftiaadetoru Eagles Mapr League Basebal Playoffs ALCS Game 5 
o Coroneeon Best Years Meeting Place Canada HymnSng   |Sports Weekend              |CFL Footbal Ottawa Rough Riders at Calgary Stampeders 
0 He* (state Coaches Coaches NFL Today NFL Footbal Phoerv. Cardinals at Minnesota Veungs Mapr League Onion Playoffs: ALCS Game 5 
0 TBA Rock In America NfLLive NFL Footbal: Cleveland Browns at Washngton Redskins NFL Footbal: Mem Dotohra at Kansas City Chefs 
0 Larry Jones David Brrtuey Close-Up Busvess TBA           |nomeAgen Chntanat    | Movie:  Sorrething Wicked The; Way Comes WKRP         [Memonet 
0 Tony Brown Color es' Firing Une Perchance Summer Muac Garnet: Drum Corps Championshos    | Market Editors One on One [McLaughkn Geographic 
0 Degrassi J Club One on One AdamSrmth Movie  The Sacral ol Santa Vfftone Patents Lawrence We* Show Doctor Is In imagat 
0 Quantum Wireless TV Browns Movie: 'Btonrjie Brings Up Baby           [Move   The Seven Little Foys Charles Harry-Hendr Tarzan Superboy 
0 American Gexketors Star Trek: Next Gener Move    They Live MOM   Invasion USA Boss7 Fanny tes 
am Reporters SportsCtr NFLGameday Horte Show Jumping: Gold Cup Woman's Tens: BMW Indoors Fatal     [Horse Racing: Spnster PGA Golf Las Vegas tov 
nee Pennenaary 1" Cont'd Movie   1 Love You to Daeffi                 | Movie:   SOang Rivalry Move:  She-Oerr' Diary ol a Mad Housewife 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 S:30 7:00    |    7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O Basebal Playoffs 60 Minutes Maty League Basebal Playoffs NLCS Game 4 - Pirates at Braves or Oorjgert News Sokel ArsemHel 
o Bonanza Fame, Hour Monr 'Lantern Hi [venture CBCNews Capital City 
0 Baseoa:: Piayoits aOMnuan Mapr League Basebal Play offs NLCS Game 4 - Pvetes at Braves or Dodgers Newt Move: "Sint of (he Father 
0 NFL Footbal Merk-Bn Eerie. M Man-People PaoacSt Woman Named Jackie News Sports Roggh't Justice 
0 ABC News   [Energency Lite Goes On VrJeos Fixnttt Move:  Ctpave Ecteors WKRP Set* 
0 Lawrence Weal Show Creatures Greet t Smaff Nature Matttrpece Theefe Ouatty    Or Erse Ideal PigetFtes SajreOI 
0 Nat Cole Wad Am Ausan City Limits Nature Lost Worlds Maslerpece Theatre Mrs Noah No. Hon. Combat Zone 
0 Star Trek: Next Genet. True Colors ParxerL In Color Roc Marred. H Head Sunday Comet Star Trek TBA             |TBA 
0 Golden Gets j&o Paint True Colors Parker L In Color Roc Marred H Head News Sports Xli.i Marred M-A-S-H Kenneth Copalend 
OM PGA Gofl: Las Vegas Inv NFL Air Force ExpexMon Earth Botfybu*»ng Ms Otympia <harnpnnsrap6 SportsOnter NFL NFL Great 
IMC Diary ot a Mad Housewile Move:  sea. kes. and videotape'' More:' SOang Rivalry Move:  "1 Lot e YouUOaat n Move    She Devil 
let out sat a» oaknwW ntfigrts K you tar wthoil 
vOraong an torn you Hay atstye by usng lie NWr 
Cilkirgnplaa" H</*an>ng Sydem ITS FUN IIS FAST 
IT'S rnShVJN Fkeant laghtgns aakt year ftar 
sNmnei and srvne wth a re* vtaMy 
Cal out Mara Cokaaaptiu saton Ma) tr f 
hWaJGMT Of YOUR LK 
OvA   CUT 
PTAISVE 
< »T«nl» 
10% OFF Any Service With A Student I.D 
141 W. Wooster      354-8533 
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Homecoming provides something for everyone 
There is something lor every 
student this year In a homecoming 
that includes a bigger change than 
any year since the University's 
75th anniversary when the week- 
long format was created. 
This year's theme Is "a Blast 
From the Past." The homecoming 
committee hopes "to create an 
overall awareness to get the stu- 
dents to understand the history 
and what we have gained through 
the years," according to Gayle 
Thatcher, homecoming public re- 
lations director. 
The change In this year's "Blast 
From the Past" homecoming, 
which runs from Mon , Oct 14 
through Sat., Oct. 19, will be the 
inclusion of more activities for stu- 
dents who aren't members of par 
ticipating organizations and greek 
units, says Thatcher. 
Previously, most activities for 
unaff Mated students took place on 
Thursday with the parade, pep ral- 
ly and bonfire. 
But this year many events for 
students wM take place everyday. 
In addition to homecoming court 
voting, Monday will include a Hula 
Hoop Contest at 1 p.m. In the 
Union Oval. 
The Homecoming Merchandise 
Sale, which starts Monday, wM 
feature such things as homecom- 
ing squeeze bottles equipped with 
straws and removable foam can 
coolers. The sale wM take place al 
week in the Union Foyer from 10 
a.m.-2 p.m. 
Tie-Dying will be the focus of a 
party In the Union Oval Tuesday at 
1 p.m. Homecoming court voting 
continues through Wed. from 10 
a.m.-2 p.m. in the Union Foyer. 
"The Gong Show" wM be the 
main event on Wednesday. In 
keeping with the Blast From the 
Past theme thla historical tribute to 
television days gone by will be a 
variety show based on the televi- 
sion series of the same name. 
Popular In the 1970s, "The Gong 
Show" was a program where var- 
ious and often strange acts com- 
peted for money. BG's acts wM 
compete at 7 p.m. in the Student 
Services Forum, In hopes of win- 
ning one of four prizes. Third place 
winners receive a $25 gift certifi- 
cate to PisaneHo's Pizza. Second 
place earns the recipient a $50 
gift certificate for Record Den at 
Woodland Mel. First place is $75 
cash. 
As in the television show, partic- 
ipants deemed unworthy w* be 
sent off the stage If one of the 
judges hits the gong. 
Tryouts are Tuesday, Oct. 8 and 
Wednesday Oct. 9 from 7-9 p.m. 
In 203 West Hal. 
UAO will also give a tribute to 
the past on Wednesday of home- 
coming week with a free screen- 
ing of "American Graffiti" In Gish 
Film Theatre. 
Wednesday will also include the 
8 p.m. opening of "Veronica's 
Room," a BGSU Theatre produc- 
tion In 405 University Hal, which 
runs through Saturday. Tickets, 
available at the door, are $2. 
Thursday the traditional parade, 
pep rally and bonfire will take 
place. (Starting at the Ice Arena at 
6:30 p.m., the parade travels 
down Ridge Street and ends at 
College Park. The pep rally, which 
begins at 7:15 In Colege Park and 
is foaowed by the bonfire, wM in- 
clude an announcement of the 
King and Queen final ten. 
Friday will include, among other 
things, "the Blast," the "Intramural 
Sports Clash," "Grease," and 
"This Is Spinal Tap." For a more 
complete and detailed description 
of the weekend's events see the 
next Issue of The Green Sheet, 
which comes out Fri., Oct. 18. 
Tne overall goal of the "Blast 
From the Past," according to 
Thatcher, is "to create an overall 
awareness which will help the stu- 
dents to understand our history 
and what we have gained through 
the years." 
Homecoming sponsors include 
UAO. UAA, the Ambassadors, in 
frafraternity Council, Panhel, Re- 
sident Student Association, Amer- 
ican Marketing Association, the 
Latino Student Union, the Black 
Student Union, the Athletic De- 
partment, Intramurals. and Student 
Activities Organization. 
Harvest Moon expected to attract many participants 
"If it's not broken don't fix it," 
says Audrey Bricker, Continuing 
Education director, about the 
Johnny Knorr Orchestra and the 
Harvest Moon Dance. The com- 
bination, according to Bricker, 
"brings people from al over." 
For the fifth time in as many 
years the 12 piece orchestra in- 
cluding a vocalist wM perform at 
The Ficon Marching Bind performs in last years homecoming parade. *• Harvest MooniDsnce where 
H    rhl<f» 111 Hi II I   i fill HIT  ~i ballroom dancing is given the floor 
-m -.i UK The danc*, ort#rte«y-h*dth'- ■' 
•AoMeMln 
-•'.'-.tr- I 
honor of Scott and Norma Muir, 
instructors lor the baaroom danc- 
ing class offered by Continuing 
Education, wil take place October 
12 from 8 p.m.-midnight in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Over the years the dance has 
grown into a large event and peo- 
ple sometimes travel from Michi- 
gan and Indiana to be at It, accord- 
ing to Bricker. 
The Johnny Knorr Orchestra is 
"from Toledo and has been' 
together lor 31 years. They play a 
wide variety of music that includes 
covers spanning the last 60 years 
and original compositions. They 
have a large and loyal following 
according to Bricker. 
The dance will include hors 
d'ouevres and a cash bar. 
Tickets are $25 a couple or 
$ 12.50 a single and can be pur- 
chased at the Office of Continuing 
Education or by phoning the office 
at 372-9181. 
I 3a.m.-5p.m.-ArtE*twest 
•'HjSPAMA!." »ort« by teeparsc 
I arests trom Ohio Free and open to 
afl 6«SU McFal Censer Ge»ery 
I I M-IM Musk and Art 
I Festival OlacuMloa 
"Composer to Composer. A 
| Dsalogue with Anthony Brsxton." 
I Free and open to al Sponsored by 
I Cofege or Musical Arts and School 
lot Art Kobacker Hal. Moore 
I Musical Arts Center. 
10 30 a.m.- New Music and Art 
fl m las Concert 
Various arbsts Free and open to 
al Sponsored by College of 
Musical Arts and School of Art 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
SI donation. Open to al United 
Christian Fettowsrvp Center. 313 
Thursbn 
2:30 p.m - New Musk and Art 
in 
Bowing Green String Quartet Free 
and open toal Sponsored by 
Coaage of Musical Arts and School 
of Art Bryan Recital Hal. Moor* 
Musical Arts Center 
3:J0 p.m -Mew Musk: and Art 
Performance artist Sha Sha Higby 
Free and open to al Sponsored by 
Cosege of Musical Arts and School 
of Art. Kobacker Hal. Moore 
Muecal Arts Center 
4:3* p.m. - TV Program 
''Campus Connection " Wood 
Cable Channel 24 
8:30 p.m. - Near Music and Art 
Festtvsl Lecture 
"African American Art and Muec." 
byW»»sDav« Free and open to 
al Sponsored by Cosege of 
Muscat Arts and School of Art 204 
Fine Arts Gaflery 
7:30p.m. -NewMusk and Art 
Feeth-el Art Exhibit 
"African American Self Portraits 
Standing With/Wrthslan<Jlng "" Free 
and open toal Sponsored by 
Cosege of Musical Arts and School 
ol Art Foe Arts Gallery 
• p m. - Planetarium Show 
•"Oeaanaaon Universe. Our Future 
in Space '$1 donation suggested 
Open to al Planatanum 
I pj«. - Theatre Production 
"The Glass Menagerie." by 
Tenneseee Wsearns »6 Adult. S4 
Swrarxs/Stuusnts by reeervakon 
Eve Marie Ssnl Theatre. University 
s.10pjn -UAOI 
Strange Brew "SI 50 with BGSU 
ID 210 Math Science 
1 30 p.m - Football 
BGSUvs Central Michigan 
UnMrasty Doyl Perry Field 
1:30 p.m. -Soccer 
BGSU at Central Mcnlgan 
| University Mount Pleasant 
2:30 p.m. -New Musk and Art 
Festival Discussion 
Making Art. Makng Muse 1991 
Expressing Difference Free and 
open to all. Tjirmsimsrl by coaage 
of Musical Arts and School of Art 
Bryan Recital Hal Moore Muecal 
Arts Center 
4 p m - New Musk and Art 
Festival Concert 
Kasuma San Gamelan Ensemble 
and various artists Free and open 
toal Sponsored by Cosege of 
Musical Arts and School of Art 
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts 
Omtm 
• p.m. - Near Musk and Art 
Festival Concert 
Aoquaaa and various arbsts Free 
andopentoal Sponsored by 
Coiege ol Musical Arts and School 
olArt Kobacker Hal Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
• p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Glass Menagerie." by 
Tennessee VVBarns $6 Adult. S4 
Seniors/Students by reservation 
Eve Maria Saint Theatre. University 
Hal 
10:30 a.m.. 0 p.m. - Church 
l,10p.m-UAOl 
"Strange Brew "SI SO with BGSU 
I D 210 Math Science 
it-UAOl 
Porky s  II 50 with BGSU ID 
210 Math Science 
I e^lOaje.-Church Servkes 
St. John's Episcopal Church, 1509 
E Wooster 
1,10 a.m., Noon -Church 
St Atoysius Church. 150 S. 
I Enterprise 
1:30. 11 a.m.-Church! 
St Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 
S. Cosege (Sunday school at 9:45 
a m | 
i. 11 a.m - Church Service. 
Fist United Methods! Church. 
1506E Wooster 
t:30 a.m.-Church Servke 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. 
Enterprise 
10a.m. -Church Service 
Prout Chapel 
10 s_m-Church Servke 
Fast Presbyterian Church, 126S 
Church 
10.11:30 a.m.. 7 p.m. -Church 
•Porky s* I SOwwhBGSUID 
210 Math Sconce 
• p-m- - Hear Meek and Art 
Feewaei Concert 
Cornpooor-inalrlsniiMBslat Antlony 
Braxton Free and open to al 
Sponsored by Cosege ol Musical 
Arts and School ol Art Kobacker 
Hal. Moore Muecal Arts Center 
St ThomaaMore Pariah. 428 
Thurshn 
10 a.m., I p.m.- Church Servkes 
Deyspnng Assembly of God. 
17360N Dixie Highway 
1»:1Sa.e 
C»r« Community Church, 123 
Court St 
10:30 SJR- Church Servke 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 
Weet Pearl (Sunday school el 9 15 
•JR.). 
Agape Church of Prayer Unstod 
Chrlaaan Feeowerap. 313 Thursan 
(Btte study at 9 30 am) 
trusty Lmaed Methods* Church. 
200 N Summit (Sunday school at 
9 15am) 
Unlveraity Lutheran Chepet. 1124 
E Wooater 
UWvoraHy Chrlaean Church. 1040 
Choral rUJhearsalHal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
Frsl Baptist Church 749 S 
Wntergerden 
10:30 SJB-. 0:30 p.m. - Church 
Vaage View Church of Christ 801 
WeslPoeRd 
10:45 am - Church Servke 
Fist Christian Church. 875 
Hastens (Sunday achool at 9:30 
ml 
10:4* a.m. - Church Servke 
Fash Temple. 175 Stale St 
(Sunday school at 10 a.m I. 
10:45 a.m.- Church S 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church ot 
God. 17202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school at 9 30 am ). 
11 a.m.-Church Servke 
Maumee Vasey Umtanan 
Unrversaast Congregation Schaler 
Hal. 130 W Indiana. Perryeburg 
I Resgious education at 10a.m.). 
II am.-Church Servke 
Foursquare Gospel Church 205 
Sandndge 
11 am . 7 pm. -Church Servkes 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
of God. 820 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10a m i 
11 sun. - New Musk and Art 
Festival Ssawaat 
Musk txrnpoaroon. bycompoaer 
Lou Harrison Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by Coiege ol Musical 
Arts and School of Art 2102 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
1-6 p.m. - Putt-Putt Tournament 
Sponsored by Alpha Ormcron Pi 
Sorority Alpha Ormcron Pi House 
2p.m -TheatreProduction 
"The Glass Menagerie." by 
Tennessee Weearni $8 Adult. $4 
Seniors/Students by reservation 
Eve Mane Saint Theatre. University 
3 p.m. - Naur Musk sad Art 
FeeeM Concert 
otoweng Green Phariarrnorai. Free 
and open to al. Sponsored by 
Cosege of Musical Arts and School 
of Art Kobacker Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
5:30 p-m 
Free and open to afl Sponsored by 
Unlveraity Lutheran Church. 1124 
t Wooater 
5:30 pm - Meotkeg 
World Student Asscoeuon Free 
andopentoal- 11th floor. 
Ottenheuer West 
0:30 p.m -ChurchServke 
Fasti Temple. 1 75 Stale St 
7:30 p.m 
'Desanamon Universe. Our Future 
si Space." *1 donation suggested 
Op*)!! tO asal.   PaBsOottoWllaTTl 
10s m -TV Show 
"Campus Cormecson    Wood 
Cable Channel 24 
0 fUsvJJ BUJO, _ Art MM 
•HtSPAMAi.-' works by lesparac 
I arkets from Ohio Free and open to 
al BGSU McFafl Center GeOery 
tem-tp.m-0a.ple, 
"Ephemeral Sculpture 
Performance Costumes of Sha Sha 
tsgby " Free and open to at. 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Muecal Arts Censer 
5-0 p.m. - Monday Musklsns 
Concert 
John Cooper's Combo Free and 
open toal Sponsored by UAO 
Spoteght Committee Founders 
OmmgHal 
M p.m. - Meeting 
BGSU Juggkng Club S1/semester 
lee Open toal Eppler South gym 
0:30 p.m.-I 
Amnesty toternabonal Free and 
open to al 308 Harms Hal. 
/p.m   -Meeting 
Chnsban Student Fellowship Free 
and open lo al Capital Room. 
University Union 
7 p.m. -Meeting 
Students lor Ethical Treatment of 
Ajwnals Free and open toal 
United Chrtsban Fesowsrvp Center. 
3l3Thursbn 
7:30-0 p.m. - Mole Study 
Free and open to al Sponsored by 
Chnsban Outreach Mnslry Taft 
Room. University Union 
7:30-0 p.m - Meeting 
TmeOutfor Cathotocern    Free 
and open to at Antcch Library. St 
Thomas More. 
I p.m -Meeting 
Students lor Life Free and open to 
al Faculty Lounge. University 
Union. 
I p.m - hitemational Film Series 
HSDSSCJS Town.' (1986) Clans 
Free and open toal GajhFflm 
Tbeeee. Henna Hal 
0-1 p.m - Meeting 
Chnsban Science Organization 
Free and open to al Canal Room, 
University Urson 
7 a.m - Bible Breektast 
Open to at University Lutheran 
Chapel. 1124 E Wooster 
I am-5 p.m.-Art Exhibit 
iHISPANvV." works by Hiapanc 
I arbsts from Ohio Free and open to 
|al BGSU McFal Center Gallery 
Ia.m.-5 p.m.-Display 
"Ephemeral Sculpture 
Performance Costumes of She She 
Hvjby " Free and open to al 
Kennedy Green Room, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10aja.-4pjw.-UAO> 
European Rock Posters Open lo 
al Forum. Student Services 
Busting 
10:30 am.-Noon - Osscussloa 
Group 
"Alro-Egypsan Ansguty and 
ModemRacssl Justice "Sponsored 
by the People for Racial Justice 
AmamRoom. Commons 
11 s.m- Bible Study 
Free and open toal Uneed 
Chrtetan Feeowslsp Canter. 313 
Thursan 
I a m -5 p.m - Art Exhibit 
''HISPANIA'." works by Hispanic 
arbsts from Ohio. Free and open to 
al BGSU McFal Center Galery 
9 s.m.-5 pm. - Display 
Ephemeral Sculpture. 
Performance Costumes of Sha Sha 
Higby.''Free and open to afl. 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Muscat Arts Conter 
• a.m -4 30 p.m. - Art Exhibil 
"African American Self Portraits 
Standing With V/rthstandsng " Free 
andopentoal Fine Arts Galery 
9-11:30 a.m.-Acaoemk 
1:30-3:30 p.m. - Te 
The Greek System InsatJsDnej 
Asset or Uabary." Free and open 
toal WBGU Channel 27. Troup SI 
0-7:30 pre- MSU Karate Clue 
Regexraeon lee Open lo afl Gym, 
Eppler Center 
Fejaua 
"The Gong Show 
toal Sponsored by UAO Spoteght 
Comrrsttee   203 West Hal 
7:30 pm - Vataybssl 
BQ3U at umveraay of Toledo 
I1J0 sja.-11 
Tom Gorman. "Are eUatreeeedT 
Week Free and open toast 
SponsrjradbyOII-CsmuusSeuOsnt 
Center and UAO Urson Oval 
I nil a. 
riatsia., toe hockey amlee 108 
Men's Issues fasruesiijii Group 
Free and open toal Fecuty 
Lounge. Untveraity Urson 
Current events in SovsM Urson 
Free and open to al Sponsored by 
UAO  115 Education Bufttng 
'T>eelneaon Universe. Our Future 
in Space " S1 oonaeon aurjgaeesd 
Open toal Plarsstarium 
► 15-10 15 ajjBV-l 
BGSUSka-nrjClub Free and open 
toal fceArena 
For heanng impaaed majors 444 
Education Busrkng. 
10 a.m.-3 p.m. - Presentation 
-AMsmssves ri Global Change and 
Social Service " Free and open lo 
al CornmurvrySuSe.Unrvesiry 
Union 
10 ajn.-4 pjn. - UAO Poster Sale 
European Rock Posters. Open to 
al Forum. Student Servces 
BuSdna 
11 30 a.m.-TV Program 
Campus Connection ' Wood 
Cable Channel 24 
Noon-Forum 
President Obcamp's Studem Open 
Forums Free and open toal 
Room 221. McFal Center 
3:30p.m -Fell Workshop Series 
Tno Management" Free and 
open Ca» 372-8840 to regater 
Sponsored by Study SkeX Lab 
213Moaemy. 
3:30p.m.-Lecture 
Man Food Webs." by Or 
Charles E Herdendorf. Otso State 
Unrverssy Free and open to al 
Sponsored by Deportment of 
BsocgceJ Sconces Room 330. 
Life Sconce Busding 
4 p.m - Hispanic Heritage Month 
Poetry Reeding 
Pat Mora Free and open to afl 
Sponsored by Office of 
MuHcuHural Afters Prout Chapel 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Progressive Student Organization 
Free and open to afl. University 
Chnsasn Feeowsrap 
7p.m.-Movte 
"Stand and Desver " Free and open 
lo al Goh Fan Theatre. Henna 
7-Op.m-Tryeuts 
"The Gong Show '" Free and open 
to afl Sponsored by UAO Spotlight 
Comnsttee 203 West Hat 
• pm-Meeting 
raafam Men laasaesj 
Assocoaon McFal Assembly 
Opm.-Meeting 
Peace Coaeaon Free and open to 
afl LkiaedChroaan Feeowsrap 
Center. 313 Thursan 
0:15p.m.-li 
■sstaaM Sajdent Aaaocssaon Free 
and open to oncsrnpus students 
Second ROOT. Student Services 
Busrsng 
ReedvOut socsel serve, 
orgavkrasbn Free and open to afl 
108 South Ha*. 
Free and open to al Unrveraty 
Lutoran Chapel. 1124E. 
[ ( am -5 p.m. - Aft E < hibrt 
'rltSPAr«AV works by rksparac 
I artists from Ohio. Free and open to 
[ at. BGSU McFal Center Gallery 
| t a m.-t 30 p m - Art E.liloit 
j "African Amencan Set Portraits 
I Standing Wrth Withstanding " Free 
| and open to al Fine Arts Gaiery 
• a.m -5 p m. - Display 
"Ephemeral Sculpture 
Pertormance Costumes of Sha She 
Higby " Free and open to al 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10 am-4 p.m -UAO Poster Sale 
European Rock Posters Open to 
at Forum. Student Services 
tsuarang 
4:30 p.m. - Fall Workshop Series 
Time Management " Free and 
open Cat 372-8840 to register 
Sponsored by Study Skaa Lab 
213Mossiiy 
• p.m. - Meeting 
Students To Elect A Mayor Free 
and open toal 101 Business 
•-7:30 p.m.-BGSU Karate Club 
Registration tee Open to al Gym. 
Eppier Center 
»-• p.m. - Seminar 
CoopandCosby    Freeandopen 
to al. Sponsored by Cooperabve 
Education Program. Mnonty 
Business Student Association, and 
University Placement Services 
Amam Room. Commons 
7:30 p.m.-Variety Show 
ThursdayfaghtLive Freeandopen 
to al Sponsored by BGSU Bole 
Studies toe Arena lounge 
• p.m. - Concert 
Fkisst Borata Boyd and ajMM 
Vane Kantorski Free and open lo 
al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Muaical Arts Center 
Seniors/Students by reservation 
Eve Mane Sent Theatre. University 
HO p.m. - Mining 
Lesbian and Gay Aaance Free and 
open toal UnaedChnaaan 
Feeowstap 
• pa. - UAO Claaaic Movie 
-Laura "Free and open toal Gen 
Fem Theater. Henna Hal 
I • a.m.-5 p.m. - Art ErhHitt 
I -'HISPAMA'.~ works by Hoparac 
I arkats from Otao Free and open lo 
I at BGSU McFal Center CaHry 
|»a.m.-4:30pj».-ArtE.habH 
African Amencan Sen Portraits 
I Starting V»alvVV«hstsnrang " Frew 
| and open to al Fne Arts Gaaery 
t aja.-S p.m. - Otaplay 
Ephemeral Sculpture 
Pertormance Costumes ot Sha Sha 
tagby    Free and open toal 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Muaical Arts Center 
10a-aa.-4eji.-UAO Power Saks 
European Rock Posters Open to 
al Forum. Student Servcee 
Butdng 
CM 
7:30 p.m - Scavenger Hunt 
Free and open to al Sponsored by 
University Lutheran Chapel 1124 
E. Wooilar 
I p.m. - Planetarium Show 
Destination Unrverse. Our Future 
n Space    Si donation suggested 
Open toal. Planatanum 
t p.m - Theatre Production 
"The Glass Menagerie,  by 
Tennessee Waaame S8 Adult. S4 
Seniors, Students ay reaervaeon 
Eve Mane Sent Theatre. University 
•.10 pm., Midnight - UAO Movie 
New Jack City" Si 50 with BGSU 
10 210 Math Scamce 
10 p.m -2 a.m. - Danca 
Free and open to al Sponsored by 
Delta Sigma Theta Gymnasium. 
Eppier South 
• am  5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
African American Set) Portraits 
Standing With-Withstanrkng ' Free 
and open to al Fine Arts Gaiery 
1 p.m. - Scaasnger Hunt 
"Freeze Frame" Prwanthropy 
Sponsored by Gamma Pta Beta 
Sorority and Ptv Gamma Delta 
Fraternity 
1 pm-Rugby 
BGSUvs Otao State University 
Cosege Park Rugby Field 
1 30 p.m. - Football 
BGSU at Orao University Athens 
7 p.m - VoUayball 
BGSU vs. Otao University 
Anderson Arena 
8 p.m. — Theatre Production 
■The Glass Menegene." by 
Tennessee Waaams $6 Adult. $4 
Soraors. Students by reservation 
Eve Mane Sent Theatre University 
I. 10 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Movie 
"New Jack Cay" S1 SOwiBiBGSU 
I D 210 Math Science 
• p.m -Midnight - Harvest Moon 
Feetumg Johnny Knorr Orchestra 
Cal lor reeervaaone Sponsored by 
Office of Contaxang Eoucakon 
Lenhart Grand Baaroom. Unrversity 
Union 
I 1.10a.m -ChurchServicei 
r"_| St. John's Epacopal Church. 1509 
£*»■ E VVooster 
1.10 a.m., Noon-Church 
$1 donaaon Open toal Unwed 
Chnaaan Feeowatvp Center 313 
Thursan 
4:30 p-aa. - TV Program 
"Gampue Cormocson    Wood 
a 24 
St   Atoysms Church. ISO S 
Enterprise 
8:30.11 a.m. - Church Service* 
St Mark a Lutheran Church. 315 
I S Coaage (Sunday school at 9 45 
a-m.). 
1.11 a.m. - Church Servlcee 
First Unwed Methods! Church. 
1S06E   Wooator 
t 30 ajii- Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. 
Enterprise 
tta.a 
ProutChapei 
18 a.m.-Church Service 
Fast Preabyaanan Church. 128 S. 
Church. 
10.11:J 
SI Thomas Mora Parish. 425 
Thursan 
10.J«.S( 
Dayspnng As y of God. 
Appacaaons. Who's Who Among 
Ssudara»aiAmaikjaiCcawgaaani 
Unrveraatee Opsntosaraors 
Sprjnsoradby TtialsH Atwnaea 
and Orwrwaaon 405 Student 
Server BuMkig 
173C0N fjnoalaghwa, 
IfclSaja 
Christ Community Church. 123 
Court St 
10:30 a JR. - Church Service 
Agape Church of Prayer Unwed 
Christian Feeowslap. 313 Thursan 
(BOle study at 9 30 am | 
10 30 am -Church Service 
Treaty Urated Method* Church. 
200 N Summit (Sunday school at 
9 15am ) 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 
E VVooster 
10:80 SJK. - Church Service 
University Chnshan Church. 1040 
Choral Rehearsal Has. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10:30a.m.,«p.m- Church 
FasiBspast Church 749 S 
Waiter garden 
10:30 ajn.. 8:30 p.m. - Church 
Servicea 
Vasge View Church ol Christ 801 
WestPoeRd 
10 45 a.m. - Church Service 
First Chnshan Church 875 
Haskjns (Sunday school at 9 30 
am.) 
10:45 am - Church Service 
Faith Temple. 175 State SI 
(Sunday school al 10 a m | 
10:45 am - Church Samoa 
Dekverance Tabernacle Church of 
God. 17202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school at 9 30 a m | 
11 a.m.-Church Service 
Maumee Vaaey Uratanan 
Urwersaast Congregation Scheaer 
Hal. 130 W Indona. Perryaburg 
(Rekgous education at 10 am ) 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church 205 
Sandndge 
11 am.. 7 p.m.-Church Services 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
01 God. 620 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10 a m | 
2-5 p-m. - Art Eahabrl 
" Atrican Amencan Sen Portraits 
Stancang With/wahetanOng ." Free) 
andopentoel Fine Arts Gaiery 
2 p.m -Soccer 
BGSU vs Indiana University 
Cochrane Field 
lla.m.-Spm -ArtE.hibrl 
I   'HISPANIA'    works by Hreparw; 
I artels from Otao Free and open lo 
lal BGSU McFal Center Calory 
I la.m.-4:30 p.m.-Art Exhibit 
I "African American Sen Portraits 
I Starving WittvYfahstandaig " Free 
|andopenloal Fava Arts Gaaery 
»em-5p.m -Display 
"Ephemeral Sculpture 
Pertormance Costumes ol Sha Sha 
ragby " Free and open to ol 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10 a.m.-2 p.m. - llomecoatiog 
Court voting Free and open to af 
Foyer. University Urnon 
10 a.m.-2 p.m. - Homecoming 
MerchanOse sale Open toal 
Foyer. Universal Union 
10 am -4 p.m. - UAO Rosa Sale 
Sweetest Day Rose Sale S1 aach, 
12forS10 Freeoncampus 
deavery Math Science Buadng 
and Education Butdng 
4:30-8 p.m.-Meeting 
Men's Issues Discussion Group 
Free and open toal Faculty 
Lounge. Unrversay Union 
5-8 p.m. - Monday Muetdeas 
Concert 
B* Boueheld's Group Free and 
open toal Sponsored by UAO 
SpooajhtComnwIee MacDonak) 
West Drang Hal 
6-8 p.m.-Mealing 
BGSU Juggkng Club $1 semester 
fee Open to al. Eppier South gym 
•:30 p.m.-Meeting 
Amnesty Intemeaonai Free and 
opantoal 308 Henna Hat 
Chnshan Student Feauwstap. Free 
and open loal CapitwRoom. 
Unrversity Union 
4-8p.rn.-l 
Atncjn American Graduate Student 
Aeoocawon Free 304 Mosety 
■MM 
World Student Aasocajaon. Free 
andopentoel  llthaoor. 
Oflenhauer West 
•:30p.m. -ChurchService 
Faith Temple, 175 Stats St. 
7:30 p.m. - PaanetaOum Show 
"Deetnabon Uravarss. Our Future 
n Space    SI donaaon suggeeled 
Open to at Planatanum 
• tor Ettacal Treatment of 
Aramees Free and open loal 
Unrted Chnshan Fetowsrep Center. 
313Thurskn 
7:30-8 p.M.-taste Study 
Free and open to al Sponsored by 
Chnshan Outreach Mnatry Taft 
Room. University Urvon 
7:30-8 PJB.- Meeting 
"Tane Out for Catholocism " Free 
and open loal Anhoch Library. St 
Thomas More Church 
Students tor Last Free and open to 
al Facuty Lounge. Urwerswy 
I am -5 p m. - Art Eilwbrt 
"'MSPAMAi." works by r 
arssts from Otao Free and open to 
al BGSU McFal Center Gallery 
10 a m -2 p.m - Homecoming 
Court voting. Free and open to at. 
Foyer. University Union 
10 a.m.-2 p.m. - naaeSteaejeeJ 
Merchandise Sale Opantoal 
Foyer. Unrversity Union 
II a.m. - Bible Study 
Free and open to al Urated 
Chnshan Fetowslvp Center. 313 
Thursbn 
1 p.m. — Homecoming 
Tie-dye party Free and open to at 
Union Oval 
4 p.m - Intramural Deadline 
Women's bowing entries 108 
Student Recreation Center 
8-7:30 p.m - BGSU Karate Club 
Registration fee Open to al. Gym. 
Eppier Center 
8 p.m - Planetarium Show 
Destination Unrverse. Our Future 
at Space "SI donation suggested 
Open loal Planetarium 
»:1 5-10:15 p.m   -Ice Skating 
BGSU Skaang Club Free and open 
loal toe Arena 
8 am -5 pun. - Art EihibH 
'HISPANuV." works by Hejparac 
artists from Otao Free and open to 
at BGSU McFal Center Gatery 
9-11:30 a.m. -Academic 
Advisement 
For hearing moored majors 444 
Education Buaong 
I a m-4 30 p m - Art EahibM 
"African American Sea Portraits 
Stancang Wim Withstanding " Free 
and opantoal Fne Arts Gatery 
« a.m.-S p.m - Display 
Ephemeral Sculpture 
Performance Costumes ol Sha Sha 
ragby " Free and open to at 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Muaical Arts Center 
10a. m. -2pm- 
Courtvohng Free and open to a 
Foyer. Unrversity Uraon. 
10a.m.-2 p.m.-Homecoming 
MerchendaeSato Opantoal 
Foyer. Uravenaty Uraon 
10a.rn.-4p.rn   - UAO 8o», Sale 
Sweetest Day Rose Sale SI each. 
12forS10 Freeon-campus 
deevery MaaVSctonce Butrjng 
and Education Buadfe HJ 
"An Evarang wall Mrwart." 
teatumg Bowang Green Stong 
Ouarlet Free and open to al 
Facuty Araat Sanaa Kobecker 
Hat. Moore Muecal Arts Center 
lOpm.-TVPreoraa, 
•Campus Conneceon " Wood 
Cable Channel 24 
tSunnae "(19761 
Germany Free and open to al 
Gash Fam Theatre, Have Hal 
8«p.m.-Meetmg 
Chnshan Science Organizaaon 
Free and open to at Canal Room. 
Unrversity Uraon 
I Open toat Uraveraty Lutvaran 
I Chapel. 1124 E Wooeter 
II ajn.-5 p.m. - Art EahaaM 
I ' •reSPANUV." works by Hwparac 
I arkats from Otao Free and open to 
lal BGSU McFal Center Geaery 
II a.«.-4:S0 p.m. - Art EatwbM 
' Amcar American Sat Portraws 
BQBU vs. Kant Saate Uravaraty 
Anderaon Arena 
Peece Lutheran Church. 1028 
Wast Peart (Sunday school at g; 15 
and open toat Fne Arts Oatti'y 
,-Stua^faswan 
PeinVjntwnoa Cosaurnss of She Sha 
ragby' Free and open toal 
Kennedy Groan Room. Moore 
1 • aja--4 auat. - MAO Pasee • 
SweetaetDay RoaeSato SI I 
12torS10 Freec 
11:30 a.m.-TVI 
"Campus Connection " Wood 
Cable Channel 24 
3:30 p.m.-Lecture 
Dr Richard Laddaga   Free and 
opantoal Sponsored by 
Department ol BotogKal Scaancea 
330 Ufe Sciencea Butdng 
Coed doubles raquetbal enanea 
108 Student Recreation Center 
4 p.m.-Soccer 
BGSU al Uraversity of Deaxat 
7pjn.-« 
Progreaaive Skident Orgarazaaon 
Free and open to al Uraversey 
Chnaaan Feeowstap 
• pre -Concert 
Vent da Camera wcoowlnd rjuawat 
Free and open to al Faculty Araat 
Seriea Bryan Ftecaaf Itel. Moore 
MuSKal Arts Center 
Faatam Merchanrkeng 
■■■III aaHiiii. Mcfat Aatanajly 
-Veronica's Room,   by ka Levn 
Open loal rickets S2.s atstjli i 
door SpmwtfOdbyBQSU 
Ijaparknant of Theatre 405 
UraveraltyHal 
"African American Self Portraits" opens today    New music created for BG 
"More figurative than literal" is 
how Jackie Nathan, director of the 
School of Art Gallery, described 
the portrayals to appear in the "A- 
Irican American Self-Portraits: 
Standing With/Withstanding." 
which opens today at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Fine Arts Gallery. 
Part of the 12th Annual New 
Music and Art Festival, the exhibit 
will feature six artists, two of which 
are from Ohio. The artists are 
portraying "the way they see their 
lives or culture around them or the 
way they fit Into It," according to 
Nathan. 
The pieces in the exhibit range 
from fabric and woven pieces to 
large scale paintings and mixed 
media pieces. 
"Tie conscious inclusion of 
social commentary in my works is 
the first step toward speaking to a 
universal condition," said Willis 
Bing Davis, one of the artists to 
appear in the exhibit. Davis is now 
the director of Shngo-Center for 
the Sudy of African-American Art. 
Davis is also one of the two 
Ohioans to appear in the exhibit. 
The other artist from Ohio is anna 
Arnold, Cleveland, whose work 
has appeared in a number of exhi- 
bits across the country. 
Keith Morrison, Chairman of the 
Department of Art at the University 
of Maryland, will also appear in the 
exhibit. His work has appeared 
most recently at the Alternative 
Museum in New York and at the 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 
Carol Ann Carter, associate 
professor at the University of 
Michigan will have work on dis- 
play. 
According to participating artist 
Robert Colescott. "Unfortunately, 
stereotypes are part of the Ameri- 
can Heritage. I had to come to 
terms with it for myself, ultimately 
controlling the images by making 
them say things for me." 
Howardeana Pindell, a nationally 
recognized artist, has been a 
professor at the State University 
of New York at Stony Brook since 
1984. She has had a number of 
solo exhibits in prestigious art gal- 
leries across the country. 
The exhibit will remain open 
through October 24. Prior to the 
opening of the exhibit Bing Davis 
will lecture on "African Art and 
Music" in room 204 of the Fine 
Arts Building 
These events are being spon- 
sored in part by the Ethnic Cultural 
Arts Program, the Cultural Events 
Committee, and Medici Circle. 
Free tutoring 
Do your grades need a boost? 
Are you struggling in a class? How 
would you like a free, private tutor 
who is willing to work around your 
schedule and tutor you as much or 
as Ittle as you want? 
The Alpha Lambda Delta Tutor- 
ing Program will do just that. Alpha 
Lambda Delta is a national fresh- 
man honorary society of students 
who have received a 3.5 GPA in 
one or both of their semesters dur- 
ing their freshman year. Members 
compose the tutoring staff and are 
ready to serve you. Those inter- 
ested In the tutoring program 
should call campus Factiine at 
372-2445. Factiine will ask you 
for which subject you need a tutor 
and provide the name and tele- 
phone number of the appropriate 
department representative. The 
department representative wiH 
then set you up with a tutor. From 
there, you and your tutor will plan 
times and places to meet for each 
tutoring session. 
Dedicated to blasting the boun- 
daries of current music, the Mi- 
dAmerican Center for Contempo- 
rary Music organized the 12th An- 
nual New Music and Art Festival. 
Sponsored by the College of 
Musical Arts, the festival started 
yesterday and continues through 
Sunday at Kobacker Hall. 
Consisting of 15 events, the 
Festival includes an artist who ap- 
peared on MTV and the world 
premiere of two musical pieces. 
Sha Sha Hkjtoy, whose video 
"Artbreak" has been seen on 
MTV, wiH appear today at 3:30 
p.m. in Kobacker Hall 
One world premiere is Anthony 
Braxton's "No. 163", to be per- 
formed today at 9 p.m. in Ko- 
backer HaH  The other is Lou Harr- 
ison's "A Round for JaFran 
Jones." performed Sat. Oct. 5 at 
4 p.m. in Kobacker by BGSU's 
Kasuma Sari Gameian Ensemble, 
directed by JaFran Jones. 
The MidAmerican Center for 
Contemporary Music is approach- 
ing it's first anniversary as an or- 
ganization with an official title 
Having been in existence since 
the first New Music and Art Fes- 
tival, it applied for it's name three 
years ago. 
The goal of the Center, accord- 
ing to Administrative Assistant Su- 
sie Thierry, is to provide "a forum 
to have for new music which will 
hopefully further contemporary 
music. 
For more information cal Suzi 
Thierry at 372-2685. 
lowuti n»< STATI umrmsnr 
GREEN. 
Green Sheet is published by the 
Bowing Green State University 
Office of Student Publcattons lor 
students, faculty and staff 
The next issue of Green Sheet 
wH be published October 18 It w* 
cover events occuring October 
18-November 10. The deadine to 
submit Information lor that Issue Is 
noon Wednesday. October 16 
Al events muet be submitted in 
writing to the Green Sheet edNor, 
210 West Hal. There is no charge 
to have an item listed 
Editor: Tom Rodda 
Calender Jason L. Hunt 
Staff Writer: Mike Slaughter 
Production. Jackie Erion 
8 em.-UAO Homecoming Monte 
"American QraffW." Free and open 
to si Gish Fsrn Theater. Harm. 
to an 8 p.m.-Meeting 
Peace Coalition Free end open to 
al. United Christian Fesowahip 
Center.313Thurst)n 
fctlaji 
Reetdent Student Aaaocietion Free 
and open to on-campua students 
Second floor. Student Services Mil 
•:30 pm -Reflections snd 
Free snd open toal. University 
Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E 
( s m.-5 run. - AH Exhibit 
-IHsSPAtaAI." works by Htepanlc 
I artists from Ohio Free and open to 
let BQSU McFas Center Gaaery 
8e.m.-4:30 p.m.- Art EiMbH 
"African American Salt Portraits 
Standing With/Withstanding ' Free 
I and open to el. Fine Arts Galery 
• a.m.-6 pun. - Display 
•Ephemeral Sculpture 
Performance Costumes of Sha Sha 
Migby" Free and open toal 
Kennedy Green Room, Moore 
Musical An* Center. 
I Oe.m-2 p.m.-Homecoming 
Merchandise Sale Open to el 
Foyer. University Union. 
10 e.m.-4 p.m. -UAO Roaa Sale 
Sweetest Day Roes Sale $1 each, 
12 lor $10. Free on-campua 
deevery Union Foyer. 
8 p.m. — Meeting 
Students To Elect A Mayor Free 
and open to el. 101 Otatin*** 
AdmsMtrabon. 
•-7:30 p.m. - MSU Karate Club 
Regsltrstion tea Open to « Gym 
Eppiar Canter 
6:30 p.m. - Homecoming 
Parade. Free and open to sfl. Ice 
Arena to Coeege Park on Ridge and 
N Cosege Sts 
7 p.m.-UAO Classic Movie 
The More the Merrier." Free and 
open to al Giah Film Theater. 
7:11 p.m.-Hoencasilny 
Peprstty Free and open to el. 
CoaegePerk. 
7:30 p.m. -Variety Show 
Thursday Night Live Free and open 
to al Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studies Ice Arens lounge 
• p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Veronica's Room." by Ira Levin 
Open to al Tickets avslstxe at 
door Sponsored by BGSU 
Department ot Theatre 405 
University Hal 
1:30 p.m.-Meeting 
Lesbian and Oay ABence. Free and 
open to si. United Christian 
Ipm- UAO Classic Movie 
The Tafc ot the Town    Free and 
open to al GlehFsm Theater. 
• am.-5p.m- Art ExhaMt 
"IHfSPANJAI." work* by Hkksarac 
artists from Ohio Free and open to 
al BGSU McFal Center Gaaery 
• a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art ExhloH 
"African American Sell Portraits 
StanrJng WMvVv1thse.nd.ig" Free 
and open to al Fine Arts Galery 
• s.m.-5 pun. - Display 
"Ephemeral Sculpture 
Performance Costumes of Sha Sha 
Higby " Free and open to al 
Kennedy Green Room, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10a.m.-2p.m.- Homecoming 
Merchandise Sale. Open to al. 
Foyer. University Union 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
31 donation Open toal United 
Christian Feeowshtp Canter. 313 
Thurabn. 
4:30 p.m. - TV Piugiie 
Campus Connection." Wood 
Cable Channel 24 
7:30 p.m.-VoUeybaH 
BGSU at Miami University Oxford 
I p.m. - Concert 
Guadhel Siring Ensemble with 
Mlchate Pelri Open to al Cal lor 
Ockefmrb Festival Series. 
sponsored by Cosege of Musical 
Arta Kobacker MM. Moors Musical 
. "StT' . 
«-»JlWi merit fcr.l 
• p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Deetmetjon Universe. Our Future 
In Space "S1 donation suggested 
Open to al Planetarium. 
1p.m.-Theatre Production 
"Veronica's Room," by Ira Levin. 
Open to al Tickets avasabis at 
door. Sponaored by BQSU 
Department of Theatre. 405 
University Hal. 
1,10 p.m.-UAO Homecoming 
"Grease  $1 50 with BGSU ID 
210 Math Science. 
"Thie Is Spinel Tap" *1 50 vital 
BGSU ID 210 Mam Science 
Ip.m.-Bugtoy 
BGSU v Indiana University 
Cosege Park Rugby Fa*) 
1:30p.m.-l 
Foosbaa. BQSU vs. Toledo. Doyt 
Perry Field. 
I p.m. - Theatre Production 
■Veronica's Room." by Ira Levtn. 
Open to al Tickets avsaabls at 
door. Sponsored by BQSU 
Department of Theatre. 405 
University Hal 
4 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU vs Eastern Michigan 
University Cochrane Field 
7 p.m.-Volleyball 
BQSU at Bel State University 
Muncie. Ind 
I p.m. - Hispanic Heritage Month 
Concert 
El Casdo Vienlo music ensemble 
Free and open to el Bryan Recital 
Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
I p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Veronics's Room," by Ira Levin. 
Open to al Tickets svasable at 
door. Sponsored by BQSU 
Depertmsnt of Theatre 405 
University Hal 
». 10 pm - UAO Homseomlai 
"Grease ." Si .60 wen BGSU I D 
210 Math Science 
-UAO 
-TTa* la Spinet Tap. -11.50 with 
eV !>l\l .«L>bAAM4iulllW  **,t£ 
«. 10 am - Church Services 
St. John's Episcopal Church, 1 SOS 
E Woooler 
». 10 a.m., Noon-Church 
10:30 a.m.. • p.m. - Church 
St Aloyaiu*Church. 150S. 
Enterpnee 
•:30,11 a.m.-Church Services 
St Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 
S Cosege (Sunday school at 9 45 
I am) 
i.-Chare* Santa Mil 
FkstUnnad Methodist Church 
15O0E Woosler 
•:30a.m.-Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 8. 
10 am- Church Service 
Prout Chapel 
10am.- Church Service 
First Presbylertsn Church. 1 26 S 
Church 
10,11:30 am. 7 p.m.-Church 
St Thomas More Parian. 425 
ThunMn. 
10a.m.. • p.m.-Church Services 
Deysprtng Assembly of God. 
17360 N Dixie Highway 
10:1 Sam.-Church (ervtcs 
Christ (Dcrnmunily Church. 123 
Court St 
10:30 a-m.-Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1026 
West Pearl (Sunday school al 8 15 
em.). 
10:30 a.m.- Church Service 
Agape Church of Prayer. Untied 
Chrisesr Fesowahip. 313 Thurstm 
(Stole study si 9 30 s m| 
10:30 a.m.-Church Service 
Trinity United Methodiel Church. 
200 N Summit (Sunday school st 
0:16 a.m.). 
10:30a.m. -Church Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 
E. Woostsr. 
10:30 s.m. -Church Service 
University Christian Church. 1040 
Chorsl Rehearssl Hal. Moore 
Musical Aria Center 
oilimit*v«r!(nob»w (i'jdl...,nl 
Flat Papon Church 740 S. 
Winter gar den 
18:30 a.m., «:30 p.m.-Church 
v»age View Church of Chnsl SOI 
WeetPoeRd 
18:45 s.m-Church Service 
Fist Christen Church. 875 
Heekina (Sunday school at 0:30 
am.). 
18:4*em.-Church Service 
Feral Temple, 176 Stale St. 
(Sundsy school st 10 a.m.) 
ami 
Dssverance Tsbsmade Church ot 
God. 17202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school st 0:30 a.m.). 
11 am.-Church Service 
Meumee Vassy Unrtarlen 
UnrversesstCorkjregeson Senator 
Haf. 130 W Indiana. Psrrysburg 
(Reegloue education at 10a.m ). 
11 em.-Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church 206 
Sandrldge 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Servtcee 
New Horizon Pentecoetal Church 
of God. 620 Second St. (Sunday 
school st 10 s m ) 
J-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Afncan American Se.1 Portraits 
Standing VVWiAVnhatandkig   Free 
and open toal Fine Arts Gaaery 
5:30 p.m.-I 
World Student Aaaocamon Free 
and open toal 11th Boor, 
Off enhauer West. 
•:30 p.m. - Church Service 
Few Temple. 175 SIM* st 
7:30 p.m. - Plsnetsrlum Show 
■ DeeOneeon Unfverae. Our Future 
in Space " Si donation suggested 
Open to si Planetarium 
I p.m. - Concert 
Bowing Green Brass Quintet. Free 
snd open to si. Bryan Chamber 
Sertee Bryan Recttsl Has. Moors 
Musicsl Arts Center 
• p.m. - Concert 
BGSU Fal Concert Band and FM 
Wind Ensemble. Free snd open lo 
el Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical 
■ ^ba*M.i./..'i.,,'vt,,i .,., 
".sxuioH lM»rlr>& io 
